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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents a project within the area of Art and Visual Culture Education 

created for Lesbian, Gay, Transgender, Transsexual, Questioning, and Queer (LGBTQ) 

participants situated in the city of Tucson, Arizona. The main objective of the research 

was to design and implement an art and visual culture educational curriculum in a local 

community center in order to explore and compare the different approaches to, and uses 

of LGBTQ-rclated language by the participants as they engaged in opportunities for self

expression that the critical analysis and creation of art and visual culture might provide. 

This research reflects a combination of the ideas of critical pedagogy (based on the work 

of Paulo Freire) and queer theory (based on the work of Judith Buller), and their 

theoretical and practical interconnections within the area of public pedagogy. 

The curriculum design will take as its foundation, examples of Judy Chicago's 

content-based art pedagogy, Karen Hutzel's Asset-based Community Art Curriculum, 

and Lisa Frohmann 's Photo-Narrative Art ProjecL Through this combination of theories, 

ideas, and references, the research study is expected to generate spaces for voice for 

LGBTQ communities wherein they can explore their use, misuse, and disuse of LGBTQ

related language and eventually, express through art and the examination of visual 

culture, their feelings, secrets, or stories by modifying existing discourses, creating 

personal codes, or even generating new forms of language. 
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When searchjng for a place to implement an art educati on project for LGBTQ 

participants, I encountered BICAS, a non-profit collecti vely-run community education 

and recycling center for bicycles. BICAS includes in its programming an awareness of 

LGBTQ issues, specifically through its Women and Transgender workshops. With 

BICAS' support, and through a series of workshops directed at LGBTQ and allied 

people, I was able to apply the curriculum design developed in this thesis and to study 

possible interconnecti ons between art makjng in education and the importance of 

language in the process of self-iden tification of LGBTQ participants. In particular, I was 

able to study the participants' perceptions and use of labels, and provide them with 

opportunities for claiming freedom of self-definition by creating new meanings or words 

through artistic expressio n. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 

A s a Salvadorian gay student in school, within a lime and ociety where being 

LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual , transgendcr, and/or queer) wa even more condemned 

than nowadays, being bullied wa the daily bread. It was at the time when 1 had to choose 

a career at university, that it got better: I cho e studying A rts and Design. Studying arts 

made me feel that I was good al something, giving a purpo e lo my !if e. I am a living 

proof that art education he! ps " it get better." Addi lionall y, one of the things that helped 

me at that time was the knowledge of not being alone, that there were other people 

suffering the ame problem and experience like me. Art education can provide paces 

where thoughts can be shared wi th and listened to by members of a community, who arc 

clo er than they might think. The act of sharing personal tories/narrativcs within art 

education off crs LGBTQ youth the ense of belonging and understanding. These feelings 

may be crucial when you cannot f ind acceptance anywhere, while in the process of 

defining your identity. 

For Edward Sa:td, language is central to the renewal of humanism, which is a 

process of critique, questioning, and resistance (Sccomb, cited in Davies, 2008). As a 

queer international tudent in the Uni ted States, the approach to the lran formation of the 

meaning of " queer" and the use of gender-neutral language have had new and 

revolutionary implications on my view of language and i ts power on acti vism and social 
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transformalion. Although the opportunilies for LGBTQ people to define the language 

used to define themselves and be called by others, have increased in the last years, this 

group still needs more "spaces for voice" in which its claim for self-definition can be 

heard. 

The field of art education has the ability to provide such spaces by giving people 

the opportunity to express themselves through making art, as exposed in many art 

projects (e.g. Frohmann, 2006; Holzman, 2009; Verner, 2009). Some scholars have made 

efforts to understand the needs of LGBTQ groups, like the inclusion of LGBTQ artists in 

the art curriculum, or the need for teachers to off er more egalitarian approaches in their 

practice (e.g. Chung, 2007; Cosier & Sanders, 2007; Lampela, 2001). Jn fact, people have 

used community-based arts spaces to communicate political views, concerns, and hopes 

(Verner, 2009.) However, onl y a few projects have been implemented with the objective 

of providing voice through art making, specifically for LGBTQ participants, such as the 

theatre group, QSpeak, for instance (Verner, 2009). This thesis project is an attempt to 

contribute to the efforts of these educators, with the hope of inspiring others to join the 

fight. 

In the specific context of Tucson, Arizona, several organi zations and institutions 

are making contributions to include and understand the LGBTQ members in thei r 

community. One of these is Bicycle Inter-Community Art and Salvage (BICAS), a non

profit collecti vely-run community education and recycling center for bicycles Lhat 

includes in its programming the awareness of LGBTQ issues, specifical ly through their 

Women and Transgender workshops. These workshops provide shop hours exclusively 
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for and staffed exclusi vely by female, trans, and gender queer identi fied people to co

create a safe, supportive, and non-patriarchal envi ronment to work on bicycles and build 

a mechanical skill el. These activities are a respon e to an expressed community need 

and have been developed to nurture empowerment and confidence for a community 

traditionally dissuaded or completely excluded from cycling and bicycle mechanics 1. 

It is wi th BICAS' collaboration that I was able to develop a series of workshops 

as part of this art and visual culture education study directed at LGBTQ and hetero exual 

allies. For the implementation of the proj ect and the design of a curriculum, it has been 

neces ary to explore some of the possibilities for self-expression that art and visual 

culture can provide to LGBTQ participants. 

One of the main objectives of thi research will be to increase sel f-awareness in 

LGBTQ persons. From this v iew, the inclusion of explanations about the di fferences and 

connections of the concepts of sex, gender identity, and sexual orientation, have been 

considered necessary before encouraging participants to explore thei r own visual culture 

with a different point of view. The conflation of these three concepts, and i ts effects, ha 

gone largely unnoticed both in law and society (Valdes, 1995), inclusive in the LGBTQ 

community i tself. 

The next step will be creative sel f-expression, which according to Holzman 

(2009), is one of the most powerful pathways to sel f-awareness. In this way, participants 

wi ll be encouraged not only to analyze their visual culture and it implications on the 
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understanding of LGBTQ issues and language, but also to be acti ve creators of that visual 

culture. 

1.2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

As a result of a literature review and my exploration of different approaches in 

curriculum design, and interconnecting these lo relevant LGBT Q issues, the objecti,·e of 

thi s research are: 

1) To design and implement an a rt and visual culture education curriculum based 

on the promotion of self-ex pression lhrough art-making and visual culture analysis, 

directed specifically a t LGBTQ participants. The workshops wi ll be offered to LGBTQ 

pa1ticipants and heterosexual allies. 

2) To analyse the impact an art and visual culture education curriculum has on the 

process of self-identification and self-awareness of LGBTQ participants. Through the 

opportunity to criticall y analyse their own visual culture in relation to LGBTQ issues, 

participants will be able to think deepl y about their belonging to, and si tuation wi thi n 

their society. 

3) To study the implementation of an a rt and visual culture cuniculum and its 

implications for use indifferent sites (specifically for community-based arts programs) 

within the future. 

4) To provide a space for the voice and self-expression of LGBTQ participants, in 

which they might also be self-empowered through self-ex ploration and analysis of their 
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experiences with LGBTQ-related language. The inclusion of personal insight related to 

the language used for identification will be encouraged. 

1.3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

For every objective presented above, different research questions will guide the 

course of thjs study. The main questions arc: 

l ) The curriculum design: What should be included in an art and visual culture 

curriculum design specifically oriented to LGBTQ participants? What techniques and/or 

artistic styles should innuence such a curriculum in order to facilitate the self-expression 

of the participants? What perspectives should the curriculum follow? 

2) The impact of the curriculum implemented: After the encouragement of critical 

thinking, what would be the visual response of the participants as result of a proce of 

art making? How well can these participants relate their self and collective identity (a 

individuals and as part of a community) to the visual culture surrounding them? 

3) Future implementation of the curriculum: What changes or modifications 

should be made to the curriculum design for its better execution in the future? 

4) The participants' self-expression: How well are the participants able to 

communicate (openly or covertly) personal secrets, stories, and desires through art 

making? What personal and/or collective LGBTQ-related language (used or new) might 

the participants share or create through their artistic responses? 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW & THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

As"[ .. . ] the visual di splaces language and film gra pples with the temptati on of 

exceeding the limits of signification[ .. . ]" (Restuccia, 2006, p. 69), the innuential power 

of Visual Culture on the perception of terms is evide nt. In fact, not onl y does visual 

culture have a great inOuence on the transformation of la nguage, but the redefining of the 

meaning o f terms can a lso inOuence visual culture and its pedagogical power. About this 

pedagogical power, Freire asserts that language is the only means by which people can 

develop their own voice and achieve a positive sense of self-worth (Fre ire & Macedo, 

1987) . 

Judith Butler shows that the re petition of injurious language can be the occasion 

for its redefinition and offers a theory of the political perforrnativity of language (Butler, 

2008), eventua lly enabling social change. However, Blashill and Powlishta (2009) found 

that despite a ll the changes that have occurred over the past 20 years, such as the 

appearance of positi ve gay characters on media, the passage of anti-discrimination laws 

that include sexual orientation, a nd the abili ty of same-sex couples to marry or form civi l 

unions in some societies , stereotypes concerning Les bian, Gay, Bisexua l, T ransgender, 

Transsexual, and Queer (LGBTQ) peo ple have rema ined remarkably consistent for more 

than 20 years. This suggests the necessity of continuall y working for the respect of 

LGBTQ rights and the importance of our use of language within that work. T his project 

attempts to be part of that fi ght. 
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2.1. FREIRE'S CRITICAL EDUCATION, IDENTITY, AND LITERACY 

In Frei re's work on cullural identity and education, he stales thal "we men and 

women, [asl special beings, have been able, through a long human history, to di tingui h 

ourselves from others by our own decision , as individual among the whole humanity" 

(Freire, 2009, p. 124). Our identity and education take place within the worlcings of 

society, thu innuencing the definition of our identity. "It i by doing things in a certain 

way, by thinking or speaking in a certain way, [ ... ] by having certain l ikes and habits thal 

[we] recognize [ourselves] as being imilar to other people like [us]" (Freire, 2005, p. 

127). We are not just what we inherit or whal we acquire, bul the resull of the dynamic 

relationship between these two factors. Freire also explains that we extend the natural 

world (which we did not make) into the cul tural and historical worlds with the social 

in\'cntion of language. Language, as being part of our identity, can be produced by both 

what we inherit and what we acquire. To Chomsky, language is "a mirror of mind" 

(Chomsky, 1975, p. 4) and "everything humans know is learned, from native language , 

[ ... ] to create art forms" (p. 21). The capacity for language learning is part of human 

nature and, according to Chomsky, an instinct (Steinmann, 1978). 

Identity becomes important in the fight for freedom, which Freire ees not as a 

gift but as omething indispensable and necessary. By being the product of the 

relationship between what we inherit and what we acquire, identity interfere with the 

hereditary structures. Through the power of interest , emotions, feelings and de ire 

contained in language -as part of the identity, we also fight the impediments for freedom 
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that arc more related to the products of social, political , economical , cul tural, historical , 

and ideological structure (Freire, 2005). 

Problems of language always involve ideological questions, and along with them, 

questions of power, which surface, for instance, when language used by some clas cs arc 

denigrated by others (Freire, 2005); or in the use of language by dominant groups to 

denigrate minoritie or dominated groups, like in Lhe case of the terms: ' nigger', 'beaner' , 

'while trash', 'bitch', 'dyke', ' fagot ' or 'queer', whose many use include a pejorative 

intention. 

In respect to cultural identity in education (which includes language learning), 

Freire (2009) states that it is important for teachers to know the concrete world in which 

tudent live and the culture in which their language, syntax, semantics, and accents are 

found in action and, in which certain habi ts, likes, bel iefs, fears, and desires arc formed 

that are not necessarily accepted in the teachers' worlds. Ignoring these could only lead to 

an authoritarian way of Leaching. 

What Freire calls cultural identity, some authors (e.g. Dewey, Schubert, Pinar, 

Sandl in, Schultz, and Burdick, as cited in Schubert, 2010) have seen i t inOucnccd by 

visual culture and they claim that schooling i just one of the dimensions of public 

pedagogy in which education can occur (Schubert, 2010). Pinar (2001) claims that 

education now occurs everywhere. It occurs on the streets, within media, v ideo games 

and fi lms, and on the Internet, as well as through music, poetry and the visual arts 

(including street art). The study of the relationships between visual culture, public 
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pedagogy and cultural identity and representation has been in focus nowaday (Sandlin, 

Schultz, & Burdick, 201 0). 

2.2. PUBLIC PEDAGOGY AND QUEER IDENTITY 

Visual culture, Passmore (2007) asserts, can include just about anything that i 

visually represented. Although people often think of visual culture as contemporary 

v isual imagery such as that found in graphic design, advertising, films, television, and 

videos, visual culture can include anything in a culture dependent on visual 

representation (Passmore, 2007). 

Many examples of these form of v isual culture further perpetuate and complicate 

racial, religious, cultural, and other identity stereotypes. These stereotypes perpetuate and 

encourage both positive and negative2 views and assumptions about identity 

representations (Carpenter & Sourdot, 2010). McLaren and Hammer ( 1995) advocate for 

the creation of a "media literate citizenry that can disrupt, conte t, and transform media 

apparatuses so that they no longer possess the power to infantilise the population and 

continue to create passive and paranoid social subjects" (p. 196). 

Visual culture offer content that resi ts and reproduces identity tereotypes. Now, 

viewers become producers of such visual culture by making public their productions and 

engaging in discourses of identity representations, often without criti cal renection. 

Viewer need to cri tique what they see in v isual culture, not merely as ume the role of 

2 llcre. negative assumptions arc used for pejorative contexts, and positive for benign assumptions; both are associated 
with prejudice and demand adherence lo a narrow repertoire or attributes. whic h serves to constrain individuals' ability 
to be full y realited human beings (Morrison & Bearden, 2006). 
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passive spectators. To ignore visual culture as curriculum is to consciou ly avoid public 

pedagogy (Carpenter & Sourdot, 2010), which according to Freire, is not possible in 

critical pedagogy. Focus on curriculum and pedagogy in chooling alone -ignoring the 

pedagogy of vi ual culture- presents a myopic view of what shape human beings 

(Schubert, 2010) or lead to an authoritarian way of teaching (Freire, 1995). 

Popular culture is considered to be a sile of learning that might be even more 

innucntial than formal educational institutions, largely to the ends of domination, 

consumerist drives, and the reproduction of constrained and constraining identity 

formations. Schubert (2010) claims that we need more attempts to see the educational 

impact of popular culture, noting how such media, popular music, and movies inOucnce 

outlooks --which might be what Butler ( 1997) describes as gender performativities. In 

addition, Schubert encourages educators to explore how human beings can be enabled to 

acquire (or learn) certain knowledge, skjlls and dispositions from a Freireian perspecti\'e 

by questioning: How do we enable ourselves and others to name the world, to read and 

write the world? Moreover, how do we enable ourselves and others to name and percei\'e 

our idcntity(ies)? And, based on these what should be written/exposed? 

Coval (2010)3 has shown the reach young people's voices can get through the u e 

or arts in public pedagogy: "alone they are powerful unto themselves, collectively they 

come to sound like the city itself. And the city sounds like the country, and the country is 

vast" (p. 408). In the past 10 years, young people have begun utilizing community-based 

3 In the case studied by Coval (2010) about the Chicago Teen Poetry Festival. For more in.formation sec: 
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arts spaces to express their political views, concerns, and hopes for the world, as well as 

their struggle for ocial justice. Chappel (2010), while exploring the artistic activities of 

Q-Speak·\ a youth group that forms a Gay-Straight-Alliance, says that, when exploring 

themselves, young people can invoke an ' I ' that references, as Judith Buller ( 1997) 

suggests, " an inherited set of voices, en echo of others who speak as the ' I "' (p. 25). 

Community arts provide them with a space to use their 'I am' that exposes 'gender 

discontinuities ' experienced in their daily lives (Chappel, 2010). 

Through the search for and labelling of self, young people become concerned 

with label existing in the margins, like being queer or questioning. However, it is not the 

identity labels themselves that arc central to subjectivity, rather the personal application 

or rejection of those labels that allows them to build a sense of self and belonging in a 

larger world that excludes them. They want others -who are diff crent from them- to 

accept their power to label themselves and celebrate the names they ha\'c chosen -like 

'queer' (Chappel, 20 LO). 

Although there was an increasing awareness of the existence of homosexuality 

during the 1960s and 1970 , sexuality was still understood as a binary, reduced to the 

concepts 'straight' and 'gay.' A cti vists began to use the word queer in order to repre cnt 

those sc 'ualitics that were not gay or straight, wherein the term was used to designate a 

"community of diff crencc" inclusive of a variety of sexual identities and behaviours. 

Queer was not only meant to acknowledge the ways of being gay or lesbian, but also to 

acknowledge other sexually defined minorities for whom the labels ' homosexual ' and/or 

1 For more information sec: 
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'hetero exual' were less than adequate. While queer activists were demonstrating in the 

streets, academic within univer ities began to discuss what was oon labelled queer 

Theory. 

As a recounting of the e events, we can overview a cycle: from oppression and 

sexual discrimination, gay and lesbian aclivism aro c as respon e, the e movement 

inOuenced the creation of queer Lheories in academia; after this, popular and visual 

culture were modified; consequently, cultural identity inside some minority group , 

including common parlance (language) were redefined, which for their part, came to 

modify visual culture whi le using it as a medium for expression (Chappel, '.?.010; Henkin, 

2001; Morland & Willox, 2005; Osucha, 2001; Turner, 2000). 

Thus, the fonner declare the need of thi project -and in its curriculum design- to 

include thi cycle of public pedagogy and activism: from the awareness of the oppression 

by the LGBTQ participants them elves, through the desire for activism as a respon e 

from that awakening, to finally become creators of their visual culture adapted to their 

reality. IL i under tood then, that the ultimate desired objective of the project would be 

the encouragement of the participants to use language as a tool for freedom. 

2.3. BUTLER'S PERFORMA TIVllY OF LANGUAGE AND QUEER IDENTITY 

Queer Theory critiques categories of exual identity and the heterosexual

homosexual binary to echo post-structuralist oppo itions to dualist thought structures. It 

ha a formation in feminism that leads to an interest in determining queer as an identity 

term (Henkin, 2001; Osucha, 2001; Turner, 2000). Queer theory's critical approach to the 
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intersections of race, gender, and sexuality distinguishes it from Gay and Lesbian 

Studie , by creating sub-fields such as black queer tudies and transgender studies. Queer 

Theory has its innuences in the American Civil Rights' and Women's movements, the 

concept of Deconstruction by Derrida, and the archaeologi t studies of Foucault,\\ ho e 

analyses are critiqued by Judith Butler (Osucha, 2001). 

There are at least three queer alternatives to conceptions of identity: the 

normative, which understands identities as community commitments; the performance or 

phenomenological presentation and, the performa1ive or pcech act approach (Morland & 

Willox, 2005), which is the focus of this project. Performativiry conceptualises the 

paradox of identity as apparently fixed but inherently unstable, revealing that gender 

nonns require continual maintenance. Butler's works contribute a new conceptual 

grammar in the inter-related concepts of performativity and citationality to denote a 

reading of gender neither as es ence nor socialization, but as the consequence of the 

performative (i.e. recurring) 'citations' of gender thought as actions that institute some 

terms (Hey, 2006). 

A younger generation of queers can teach us much about how to think more 

nuidly and freely about rendition of gender and how we might possibly be ourselves. 

"AJI queer categories contain multiple, overlapping, and sometimes connicting sub

jecti vities" (Maltz, 1998, cited in Cosier, 2007, p.13). 

The importance of language in queer theory may be interwoven with (a) Longo's 

( 1997) assertion that " people know the world through language and that we construct 

realities through language" (p. 66); (b) the ideas of Edward Sa'fd, who claims that 
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language is cenLraJ Lo the renewal of humani m, which is a process of critique, 

quc tioning, and resistance that involves interrogating Lex ts, words, and discourses o as 

to reveal silence , exclusion , and mythologies (Davies, 2008); and, (c) the statement 

from Freire that language is the only mean by which people can develop their own voice 

and a po itivc sense of el f-worth (Freire & Macedo, 1987). 

Butler develops the performative eff ecl of language and di course, and extends 

the limited linguistic origin of performative by applying this concept Lo construction of 

gendered identity and subjectivity more generally. Butler suggc ts that gender i not an 

e ence of the elf but an action of performance that inaugurates the self. T his uggc ts 

that identity does not pre-exist before its enactment but is produced through this 

performativc doing (Davies, 2008). 

Butler argues that words have material eff ccts. However, she cautions again la 

collapse o f speech and action. Perfom1ative effects of speech have been u cd to justi fy 

the legal regulation of hate speech, which is said to be a verbal assault equivalent lo a 

phy ical injury. For her, language is endlessly reiterated and rcarticulated, enabling 

re ignification, and acquires it efficacy not through the single utterance of a lone 

speaker, but through repeated citations by a collectivity. As a re ult of repetition and 

citation, the meaning of words can be transformed, and these might Lake place in visual 

culture by the use of language in communication and pedagogy. Not only are identity 

sub\'er ions po iblc but, additionally , the injurious effects of in ul ts as 'queer' can be 

reversed and adopted as a sign of resistance: "We're here, we're queer, so get u ed to it" 

(Davie , 2008). 
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In language, in our times, many other word and Lenn are being u ed in order to 

create more inclusive environments. Jackson (2009) explains that because of 

mi perception regarding the number of humans who do not conform to ociety's sexed 

expectation , inter ex individuals, for instance, are een as 'outliers' , ' mi takes', or 

'exception to the rule', or more often than not, not seen at all. In addition, a growing 

number of trnn gender people live as 'genderqueer ', occupying a space that tran cends 

ociety' binary notion of gender (Ne tie, Howell , & Wilchins, 2002). Connell argue 

that 'patriarchal gender arrangements are o difficult to abolish' (2002, p. 55) becau c 

they are embedded in our language; however, youth, including youth who would not fall 

under the category of transgender, are using language to define their own genders: 'In the 

middle of fem and butch', 'A tom boy with a prince s stuck in side of me', 'andro', ' fcm

androgynous', ' in-between' , 'boi ' , 'birl' (Driver 2007, pp. 41 -2). lnlcrsex, transgender, 

and gender-bending students challenge the as umption of dimorphic anatomical sex and 

of two genders. Hird (2003) argues that a stable gender identity that adheres Lo the 

Western binary sy tern of ex and gender is not a prerequisite for ' mature' relationships, 

and that accepting one's elf and desire may even strengthen them. Our own u e of 

language - and its creation, for self-definition, might help us in that process of 

acceptance. 

2.4. QUEER ACTIVISM AND GRAFFITI AS PUBLIC PEDAGOGY 

Doctors, scientists, lawyers, psychiatri ts, preachers, moral ists, and others have 

tried to identify, classify, quantify, discourage, and reshape gender identitie and exual 
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orientations that seemed to derivate from what science, religion, and other institution of 

power said was " normal." Nonelhclc s, tho e who leep with the wrong5 gender or lhe 

wrong ex, who dress in Lhe wrong clothing, or who have the wrong biology have their 

own voices, identitic , and label that challenge, adopt, and frequently ignore what Lho e 

with power are saying about them (Shncer, 2006). This leads us to ask: Whal pace are 

provided to these people to share their voices, Lo name their identities, and Lo choose or Lo 

reject labels? 

In addition, everyone (queer or not) learns how Lo be a person and how Lo live in 

the world through the images she/he secs (or does not sec) and the words she/he hears (or 

does not hear) around, which is part of the v isual culture. The examination of film, 

literature, plays, and other form of art and media becomes necessary to understand what 

it mean to be LGBTQ (Shneer, 2006). 

What queer people have called them elves and been called by others has changed 

over the course of the past hundred years. However, one thing has remained consistent: 

the language we u c to de cribe queer people, identilics, and practices rcOects who has 

the power Lo name and be named. One of the definitions of queer in the dictionary i : 

"slrange or odd from a conventional viewpoint; unusually different; singular6" and Lhe 

rest contain negative connotations. This gives us an idea of how those who had the power 

ome Lime ago still have it, and Lhat the process of redefinition of Lhe term is Lill in 

progress (Sh neer & Aviv, 2006). 

s Herc, the word 'wrong · (used by Shneer and A v1v. 2006) takes the meaning of the contrary to what is socio/Iv 
accepted. 
0 Source: 1 (l1cll n ll"\ re crcnl.~ "on hr \ c G 1ur. 
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Audre Lorde stated that, "in the cause of si lence, each of us draws the face of her 

own fear-fear of contempt, of censure, or ome judgment, or recognition, of challenge, 

of annihilation. But mo t of all [ ... ] we f car the visibility without which we cannot trul y 

live" (Lorde, 2006, p. 6). Tho e interested in queer theory, queer activism, and 

performativity, share a commitment to language and to power of language, and to the 

reclaiming of that language which has been made to work against us. In the 

transformation of silence into language and action, it is necessary to recognize language's 

function and vital role within that transformation (Lorde, '.2006). If we take Audre Lorde ' 

call to move from silence to action, then anytime queers take control of language, 

whenever they name that which they are, they are engaging in activism. Queer activism 

began the first time someone said, 'I am queer' in the face of silence 7. 

Since the 1980 , " queer" has served to mark a set of political movements, and a 

parallel set of intellectual endeavours (queer theory). Besides acti vist groups, queer 

politics operates largely through the decentralized, local , and often anti-organizational 

cultural activi m of treet postering, and underground alternative magazines (Gamson, 

2006), which are inside a bigger range of possibilities of popular expres ion . 

Graffiti, as part of visual culture in public pedagogy, can be seen a a way of 

expression and as a struggle for liberation from oppression that can collaborate ,vith 

queer activ ism. It is a proclamation that ays, "Ye , 1 am here. I do interact with ociety 

and I do matter" (Tasar 328
, cited by Christen, 20 I 0). Christen shows how the 

Here, silence is understood as the repression on expression executed by oppression. 
8 Source: 
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misperception of street art has changed, and nowadays, this activity is seen as a 

collaboration of people organized through style and production as opposed to violence 

(Phi llip , 1999). The craving for identity and recognition, a feeling hared with queer 

acti vism, is one of the reasons for young people to engage in graffiti (Christen, '.2010). 

Graffiti offers an opportunity for people to O\'ercome the oppression and transform thei r 

environment (Christen, 2010). Graffiti and street art have been een as popular tool for 

democratization and political expression in many si tuations and sites. Chaffee argues that 

street art is best seen as a form of popular protest that allows dissidents to vent their 

feelings and advertise their reform programs (Chaffee, 1993). 

Reed ( 1996) shows examples of street art and artistic interventions used by the 

queer community. He shows as an example of queer space, the shore of Lake M ichigan in 

Chicago's Lincoln Park, where colourful graffiti marks the shoreline rocks with rainbow 

nags, quotations from queer books, and names off amous queers. This space is the centre 

of a queer spectacle and remains as a physical index of queerness within the normati ve 

public (read straight) realm of the park. He sees this artistic expression as an attempt to 

manifest an identity that - as its cry "We're here! We're queer!" proclaims- insists on 

Laking place (Reed, L996). 

2.5. SOME VOICES FROM LGBTQ STREET ARTISTS 

In the search for LGBTQ voices expressed through the arts, the re carcher found 

some efforts dedicated to provide a consi tent venue for exploration, collaboration and 

the development of new queer work in the arts. For example, Aorla: Radical Aris 
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Maga-::.ine9
, is a self-produced and distributed publication that features a diversity of 

emerging and established queer, female and transgender artists ; The News is a monthly 

offering of performance featuring new queer work in San Francisco's SOMArts 

Community Center; and, the A History of Queer Street Art exhibit, was performed by a 

collective of worldwide queer street artists in Los Angeles and San Francisco. 

I found, as especially important: the world's first group queer street art exhibit, A 

History of Queer Street Art 1°. According to the group's description in Facebook, in the 

world of street art being queer isn't accepted. In its opinion, street art is ruled by a group 

of misogynistic, homophobic, heterosexual , males. This exhibit is intended to bring 

awareness to homophobic bullying while showing and creating the actual history of 

Queer Street art. The project was born in San Francisco at SOMArts Center, and then 

implemented in Los Angeles in 20 12. San Francisco based s treet artist Jeremy Novy 

curated the exhibit, and its current interactive incarnation was the result of LA based 

street artist Homo Riot's desire to bring the historical showing to Los Angeles 11
• The 

how f catured works and more by many queer artists : prvtdncr, Adrian+ Shane, encore, 

HOMO RIOT, Jeremy Novy, Jill y Ballis tic, Paul LeChien, CLOUDZ, Gaystencil , 

PixelStud, OxGxT, among others. 

From this example, the actions taken by LGBTQ artists in the streets become 

important efforts in the fight for reclaiming this community's rights for expression and 

9 More information at: http://www.aortamagazinc .com1about/ncws/ 
10 Taken from: ~~~ rc..-1-t\r1 ,~::~ss2 . and from: 
https: v1:wv..faccbook.com'events 322996837741093 
11 Taken from: I Q1ccr '-,tru \rl ,~2~8\211 '• I , and from: 
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rcprescn1alion. These artists transmit their mulliple voices and messages in diff crenl ways 

and for many reasons. For instance, in the work of Adrian+ Shane 12, an Ireland-based 

couple and art team, there is a sense of propaganda, pop repetition and instant art. They 

work with spray paint, Xerox copies, and moved from the canvas to packaging and t

shirts13 (Totally Dublin Magazine, 2012). Their innuences come from the work of Act 

Up! in the late eighties and early nineties. They put a nooo of angry, funny work 14 

(Imprint Magazine). 

The street artist, prvtdncr (short for Private Dancer), uses interventions of words 

and texts into the streets and street artifacts, questioning what the definition of graffiti is , 

as well as the very idea of what a gallery piece is15 (Work Magazine, 201 1). About public 

art, prvtdncr explains, "Public art means I exhibit my art for everyone. Passive viewers 

arc my crowd. The best public art is dangerous and illegal and is bullshit if it is not at 

least a felo ny." Sexuality plays an important part of his work, as he explains, "I use filth 

as a tool to move you away from normal. I like to push iL I have always used sexuality in 

my work and it seems very natural for me." He adds that interjecting his voice into the 

conversation with younger taggers is what the world needs more of, highlighting with 

this, the need of queer voices to be expressed and heard. 

The work of Homo Riot, a Los Angeles based street artist, started as one man's 

angry rebellion, but quickly grew into a worldwide, mass-supported revolution. This 

movement has since been embraced, not only by the gay community for which it was 

12 More information at: _ U lC COIi 
13 Taken from Totally Dublin magazine issue: ttr 1ss m com , 01 h ,) 1hlm Jo<. tJf. 

11.:-ktn., todm s-obs<. on-adn 11 - '1 11c 

Q thc\\Orl..mui; con• ~c,1008 rnt,1111.. 

14 Taken from: 
•~ Interview by Work Magazine: 
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intended, but also by those struggling to find a place to fit in amidst society's 'acceptable' 

norms. His highly charged and mainly sexually explicit imagery penetrated mainstream 

society upon the streets of Lo Angeles after California's passing of Proposition 8. What 

started as a rejection to the supporters of Proposition 8 in 2010, oon morphed into 

something more profound than what even the artist himself could have anticipated (The 

Site UnScenc, 20l l } 16
• His work is an example of how LGBTQ voices can be expressed 

through art from an activist and critically political position. Using street art as his 

platform, his work is a non-standard form or communication to young gays who reel 

shunned by the mainstream and to the silenced and closeted gays he wishes to moti vate 

into action, whether within themselves or within the political and social sphere. 

Argentinean stencil and poster artist, OxGxT, chooses his images from those 

circulating in pornography that represent bodies away from the heterosexual normati\'ity 

of beauty, and also from the homosexual stereotype of well-built, sexy bodies. He states 

that his work sexualizes those "abject, fat bodies signed as waste, inacti\'e, boring, 

handicapped, and devoid of desire" by visibilizing them in the sex act (translated from his 

blog17
). His work question and complicates social assumptions of sexualized bodies, 

especially those in a homo exual context, by showing explicit images without restrictions 

and without holding anything back. His use of the street as communicative media hows 

the potential of street art as a re trictions-free, and transgressive tool for ocial 

denunciation in the hands of the LGBTQ community. 

10 Taken from: 
'" More information at· 
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These and other LGBTQ street artists reassert the relevance of street art a an 

important media to raise their voices. Using street art, the LGBTQ community may be 

(and has been) capable of express strong f celing through repetition of incisive messages, 

resembling the repetition in the concept of perforrnativity; questioning the Latu quo not 

only in the art world, but aJso in society, opening chances for critical thinking and 

expression; and, denouncing and actively breaking ocial stereotypes through striking and 

lransgessive ways. And mo tl y, they might find a place where their voices can be heard. 

Brian Meiler, from Physical Goods GaJlery, where the exhibition was hosted, 

declares, "It's important to celebrate our history and to know the outstanding LGBT 

artists past and present who are bold enough to express themselves in public 18
" 

(brookJynstreetart.com, 201 l ). In the same way, this project has been built with the belief 

that the LGBTQ community, in gcncraJ, deserves a pace for voice, which has been 

denied for long time in the media. The use of street art might be one of the ways through 

which LGBTQ people can reclaim a space for expression. 

Finally, in figure 1, I explain the complete theoretical framework on which this 

study is based. It outlines how the ideas and theories explained in this chapter relate lo 

each other creating a cycle in which the ullimate goal is to achieve freedom. 

18 Taken from: http:/ www.brooklynstrcctart.com/theblog 2012/02/061physical-goods-gal lcry-and-lhc-silc-unsccnc
prescnt-a-history-of:quccr-slrccl-art-hollywood-ca, 



Figure 1. A visual explanation of the theoretical framework used in this study . 
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Identity ( Id) is formed by cultural inheritance and acquired knowledge. as well as language (L) which 
is part of that identity: the acquired language can be learned in institutions ( like Schools) and by 
public pedagogy (PP); the public pedagogy-acquired language is influenced and increased by arts and 
visual culture (Art+VC): through critical analysis of Art+VC critical public pedagogy (CPP) can be 
created and provide people with voice, which inc ludes language (L): the repetition and c itation of this 
language can be expanded to cu ltural inheritance, and eventually be transformed; as part of this 
transformation of language, which it is part of identity (Id), activism plays an important role. giving 
people a space for voice by using Art+ VC and its options as medium; some of these options include 
Street Art, which includes graffiti and stencil graffiti (among many others). 
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CHAPTER THREE: BACKGROUND TO DESIGNING THE CURRICULUM 

Along with the innuence and literature review of the work of Freire and Butler, 

and their interconnection with critical public pedagogy, it has been necessary to review 

LGBTQ-related language that is relevant Lo, and explained within the curriculum 

designed for thi thesis. Additionally, an interview with Jenni fer Hoefle, Director of the 

Office of LGBTQ Affairs at the Univers ity of Ari1.0na, ha helped in researching and 

defining issues related to working for and with LGBTQ participants. All of the 

aforementioned have influenced the design of the curriculum. Finally, the 

interconnections between art education and self-expression and the ways these 

interconnections can help the LGBTQ participants and community, have been explored. 

The fol lowing arc points that have been taken in account before designing the curriculum. 

3.1. SOME IMPORTANT LGBTQ FACTS THAT NEED TO BE TAUGHT 

Many facts and theories have been developed about LGBTQ issues. Many people 

do not know the acronym (and its meaning) and in some places, the concept is not 

approached and is mostly rejected. Some researchers have found that members of thi 

community arc not well educated about their own sexualities and issues; moreo\'cr, they 

are influenced by myths and preconception of society. Education about the e aspects 

have been undertaken by many organizations in many countries, especial ly developed 

one . Misconceptions and doubts that people (for example, young people) might have 
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about LGBTQ affairs include: the meaning o f the concept, the reasons why people are 

gay or lesbian, the quantity of gay and lesbian people in the world , the concept of 

homophobia, stereotypical social perceptions of gay and lesbian people, relations of gay 

and lesbian people and A IDS, homosexuality and religion, the definition and process of 

'coming out', social relationships in gay and lesbian world, among many others (Ford, 

1998). 

M any educators in a variety o f fields have undertaken the importance of educating 

and informing others about the reality of these LGBT Q facts. To perform an efficient role 

in a more inclusive society, an educator must be aware of the many issues a LGBTQ 

tudent might face in the classroom. Legal standards in educational institutions should be 

implemented in order lo provide a fair education. T eacher should know the facts, 

symbol , myths, history , and achievements of the L GBTQ community (Ford, 1998). 

Changes and legal regulations are being made in order Lo prevent hate- or bias-motivated 

behaviour, bull ying, and sexual harassment in schools (Campos, 2005). However many 

change need to be implemented to specially protect LGBT Q students who, year by year, 

as a group, arc prone to high levels of suicides, particularly in the United States (Mehra & 

Braquct, 20 11). 

This research has examined the examples o f the work of TC Tolbert (a Tucson 

educator), and his proj ect " M ade For Flight" (a series of workshops to create poetry and 

decorate kites in remembrance of the murders of transgendercd people around the world), 

and the efforts made by the Office of LGBT Q A ffairs at the University of Arizona. T he c 

educational programs address L GBT Q concerns. Participants in these educational 
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projects related to LGBTQ issues are informed of, at least, the meanings of the acronym 

and ome related concepts. 

As a first point, the meaning of the LGBT acronym must be defined. This 

acronym stand for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender, and represents a change in 

the terms used by non-heterosexual and transgender people to describe themselve 

(Wilkinson & Kirey, 2010). Some Institutions and organizations (e.g., the UMKC 

LGBTQIA Resource Center19
, or the LGBTQIA Services at Lehigh University) use a 

rnriation of the acronym, LGBTQIA, which stand for gay, genderqueer, lesbian, 

bisexual, transgender, transsexual , two-spirit, questioning, queer, intersex, all y and 

asexual. This acronym is also commonly written as GLBT, LGBT, LGBTTSQI, amongst 

other variations. Although it is problematic, some people use the words gay or queer to 

mean "LGBTQIA."20 The concepts and terms within the many fonns of the acronym have 

been considered relevant and important when developing an art educational curriculum. 

It i also important to highlight the power of these words. The tenn 'queer,' for example, 

has been utiliLed as a useful weapon to pursue education through confrontation; thus it 

has a confrontational name (Jacob , 1998). 

Also, some terms arc used in an inclusive fashion. The term transgender, for 

instance, focuses on individuals whose gender identity connicts with biological sex 

assignment or societal expectations for gender expression as male or f emaJe (Bornstein, 

1994; Elkin & King, 2002; Wilchins, 1997, 2002). The term transgender is often used as 

IQ Taken from their webpage: http: r/www.umke.edu/l lOUSfNG/lgbtqia.asp 
20 Taken from the Lehigh University webpage: http: www.lehigh.edw- inrainbo 
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an inclusive category for a wide range of identities, including transsexuals, transvestites, 

male and female impersonators, drag kings and queens, male-to-female (MTF) per ons, 

female-to-male (FrM) per ons, cross-dressers, gender benders, gender variant, gender 

nonconforming, and ambiguously gendered per ons (Bornstein, 1994; Feinberg, 1996; 

O'Keefe & Fox, 1997; Wilchins, 1997, 2002). 

The concept of coming out is another concept considered important within this 

project. According to Bharat and Donna (2011), coming out, in its implest definition, is a 

procc by which LGBTQ individuals become aware of their sexual orientation and/or 

gender identity and disclose it to others (Floyd & Bakcman, '.2006). Coming out is al o 

defined as a ritualized process of identity development for LGBTQ youth (Halverson, 

2005). While coming out is often used lo denote the first time that an individual disclose 

this i nformation, research suggests that it is a complex, ongoing, and incremental proccs 

(Valdes, 1995). 

In general, the concepts, differences, and interconnections of the terms sex, 

gender, and sexual orientation mu t be defined. Sexual identity refers to the ways that 

people sec them elve as sexual beings. For most people, their cxual identity, sexual 

orientation, and gender identity arc in agreement, but others experience contradictions 

and connicts (Baker, 2012). Although the concept of "sex roles" was used to explain how 

men and women become so different in their behavior, social researcher now use the 

concept of "gender roles" because sex is u cd as a biological concept relating to physical 

diff crences, whereas gender refers to the ocially constructed ways of thinking, looking, 

and behaving that relate to cultural ideas of masculinity and femininity (Baker, 20 12). 
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PEOPLE (FROM AN INTERVIEW WITH JENNIFER HOEFLE21
) 
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LGBTQ is communities in plural , because there is so much diversity among its 

members. People can be diverse i n term o f race, national ori gins, socio-economical 

class, gender expressions, rel igion, and abi l ity levels. Because of these charactcri tic , 

w hen working w ith these communities, people have to rccogniLe that there is no one 

L GBT Q experience. The LGBTQ experience is a prism of experiences that is more 

diverse than we arc capable to comprehend because each individual's experience is 

di fferent (J. Hoefle, personal interview, November '.24, '.20 10). 

There are patterns in our li ves, in terms of homophobia, tran phobia, haras mcnt, 

bull y ing, and other power dynamic that we all might have experienced, but also all of 

the e patterns arc impacted by our inner sexual identities. For Hoefle, bringing a social 

justice perspective to her work w ith LGBTQ communities is important, becau c she 

need to recognize that there is not just one way i n w hich they can be viewed. I n scn·ing 

the community and creating programs in advance, the challenge is how to inc lude di verse 

speakers and per formers, engaging proj ects and diverse f ilms in order to expand the 

voices that can be shared w ith the partic ipants. 

LGBTQ people experience di ff crent levels of exposure. T he c people arc not at 

the ame poi nt on the process of coming out. Some students consider thcmselvc as 

activists, they arc out there, in the streets, working for and participating openly in the 

21 Source: interview wi th Jennifer llocnc. Program Director of the Office of LGBTQ Affairs at the University of 
Arizona. 
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event of the LGBTQ community. H owever, there are other people who do not want to 

do that, they just want to blend in, go to school, and get thei r degree. Yet they also 

deserve to have an inclusive enough environment where they can go and not to be treated 

differently because of their sexual orientation or gender identity, even i f they do not 

identify themselves as activists. 

There arc also people who are questioning their identity and are uncomfortable in 

their skin, because they have not fully figured out who they are. They need the realm and 

the support to be in that "in-between space" to really grapple w ith who they are. They 

need respect and room to explore who they are, so they can develop into a more whole 

person grounded in that exploration. In addition, this journey is different for each person. 

The different experiences of the participants in the process of coming out must 

also be taken into account. Hoene acknowledges that this is an on-going process and 

different for everyone. This process is incremental and non-linear (Rivers, 1995). 

LGBTQ individuals will , for the rest of their lives, continue to come out as they 

encounter new social , personal, political, and educational contexts (Rivers & Gordon, 

2010). 

In summary, some points to take into account when designing a curriculum are: 

the plural ity and diversity inside the LGBTQA communities, the inclusion of a social 

justice perspective, the different levels of exposure of the participants, and the 

differences, maturity, and expertise amongst community members. 
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3.2.1 ."LABELING" IN THE CONCEPT OF LGBTQA 

A tendency to reject the concept of LGBTQA has appeared in some parts of their 

communities. This resistance of the labelling part of the LGBTQ concept is more 

common in the younger generation . Hoene thinks that is not always about u ing 

language to describe someone's identity. LGBTQA is a concept that involves identities. IL 

is who you are; thus you get Lo identify yourself and words have to really fit with whom 

you arc. She has seen how younger generations arc rejecting the labels given to them. 

They do not want to be identified with some of the words of the LGBTQ concept. Some 

arc more inclined lo use the term "queer" because it allows them to be in a place outside 

of a label, but the term is becoming a label itself. It is an interesting phenomenon. 

If we look at culture that don 'L have words in their languages to describe gay, 

lesbian or transgender experiences, it makes us think about what kind of invalidation 

exists when there is not even a word for who you are, in contrast to the decades and 

decades of a strong LOST movement. LGBTQ people have been expanding language Lo 

try to give voice to the diversity of identities. When working with these communities, we 

ha\'e to understand the phenomenon of rejection to labels within the context of the history 

of people, who have fought reall y hard for our recognition. People would not be rejecting 

labels if, as Hoene suggests, there were more words like these: "You first have to have a 

language to describe these different-from-the-norm experiences in order Lo reject them. 

We have to know." 

From this point of view, during the implementation of a curriculum, the facilitator 

must play the role of informant who, instead of imposing the ' labels' of the LGBTQ 



concept as correct or fixed, should pre ent them as options that the participants might 

learn and explore. 

3.2.2. WHAT DO LGBTQA PEOPLE WANT TO SAY? 
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According to Hoene, LGBTQ people want Lo see their selves renccted in the 

general curriculum in order to know their history. In terms of LGBTQ people, they want 

Lo read LGBTQ authors and experience LGBTQ arti ts, a well as feel that teachers 

understand that experience. They believe that their hi Lory is not part of general education 

and that it is not taught in the K-12 experience. They believe that their histories arc not 

considered worth knowing by the general population. She also states, " It is like LGBTQ 

people have not been here for long, and we have alway been here." People who arc not 

transgcnder, lesbian, or gay, or have not had that experience have to remember that there 

are people not like them in the world (J. Hoene, personal interview, November 24, 2010). 

We can add to this, based on the research of LGBTQ street artists and their ways 

of expression outl ined in chapter two, the claims of a whole queer community that llies to 

communicate, through the use of propaganda, repetition, and transgression, the need for 

their voices to be expressed and heard. Through their work they transmit their struggle 

and their search for acceptance, an overt expressions of their sexuality, their questioning 

of the mainstream, stereotypes, and assumptions, and their urge for equality and social 

justice. 
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3.3. LGBTQ ISSUES IN ART AND VISUAL CULTURE EDUCATION 

Griffin and Ouellell (2003) describe how the presentation and analysi of le bian, 

gay, bisexual, and transgender issues in the past 80 years have evolved into one of the 

primary point of contention in the battle over what value related Lo sexuality and gender 

chools hould reflect. They define three historical eras during which dominant 

conceptualizations of LGBT is ues in education reflect important shifts in perspective: 

(1) Homo e'<ual educators are no longer seen as a threat to children (1920- 1979), (2) 

Lesbian and gay youth were identified as a population at risk (1980-1989), and (3) 

Schools were defined as a risk environment for LGB youth (1990-2002). 

The need for art education Lo approach the study and inclusion of LGBTQ i ues 

in its programs and curricula has been recognized by many institutions, organizations, 

educators, and researchers. The National Society for Art and Design in the United 

Kingdom in collaboration with Schools Out, held pccial events in 2007 to celebrate the 

presence of lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans exuaJ/transgender contributions Lo art and 

design education in Britain and internationally (Stanley, 2007). One of the issues 

reflected in the events was the need for fighting unreflective heterosexi m and the many 

assumptions that underlie it wi thin art education. One of these assumption is the concept 

of the heterosexual family structure and its preponderance over any other Lructure 

conceived as privileged by ociety. Other issues exposed were the silent pre ence of 

LGBTQ art, as well as hostility and bullying, generated by a heterosexual normati\'e 

environment in general education. 
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A change in v ision is encouraged in any discipline beyond art and design 

education, including science and mathematics. However, the importance of art education 

has been recognized as a means of helping tudents express themselves and so define 

their personal idenlity. The c arguments need f urthcr research and curriculum reform i 

necessary, not just in order to add new elements derived from LGBTQ experience and 

actions but also to include a rejection of a sumptions from a heterosexual perception of 

society (Stanley, 2007). 

Cosier and Sanders (2007), as co-Presidents of the Queer Issues Caucus of the 

National Art Education Association, contend that pre-serv ice art teachers must be 

introduced to LGBTQ social justice struggles, the works and identities of queer cultural 

contributor , and the complexities of queering art education. They also explore the 

challenges of teaching in an increasingly queer hostile culture. T he c challenges include 

many issues that the LGBTQ community must face, such as high rates of suicide, 

bully ing, physical violence or verbal harassment, dropping out of school , and the lack of 

the refuge of an understanding home culture, which leave them w ithout support 

(Harris/OLSEN, 2005)22
• 

To Cosier and Sanders, it is an educators' responsibility Lo ensure all students feel 

valued and safe in securing an educalion f rce from harm, to develop in our teaching ways 

of acknowledging queer participants' strengths and strategies for facing the dangers 

21 National Mental Health Association ( ); Sexual Information and Educatron Council of the 
United States (' ); Massachusetts Department of Education 
(http: www.doe.mass.edu infoservices reports 1 . 



inherent in their lives, and to help our students sec queer youth a multi-dimensional 

human beings (Co icr & Sanders, 2007). 
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Co ier and Sanders also present tratcgics for avoiding attacks against LGBT

supportive pedagogy and championing the cause of social justice for queer students to be 

used by pre-serv ice student teachers (regardless of their gender identi ty or sexual 

orientation). Some tips to use while queering the classroom are: to manage personal 

emotions in front of homophobic comments; to give the students the chance to generate 

their own comment and discussion ; to be careful about how you convey your views; 

and to stay strong and focused for future implementations (Cosier & Sanders, 2007). 

Although there are powerful and valuable recommendations for art teachers to queer their 

practices within general schools, these are not strategies to be used while working 

specifically for and with LGBTQ participants. Additionally, these strategics do not take 

in account the processes of identity development of the participants, which is necessary if 

we attempt to reall y queer our curriculum within a social justice perspective. Again, 

ignoring these identities and their development ( including the language used in it) could 

only lead to what Freire (2006) defines as an authoritarian way of teaching, which 

perpetuates hegemonic structures. 

Addison (2007) looks at the position of gay and lesbian students and teachers, and 

implies that their sexuality can figure within the injunction 'explore your identity'. He 

also recommends that indi\'iduals should be wary of outing themselves in the name of 

self-expression, but that art teachers could use strategies of distancing to engage students 

with issues of sexuality and join with others to counter homophobia by queering the 
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curriculum. Art and design teachers could create a space to express, question, or celebrate 

difference, but it would be dangerous to do this in isolation. Providing such spaces within 

an oppressive context and cul ture might expose students to aggression. This signals the 

need for art educators to develop an inclusive curriculum through collective action 

(Addison, 2007). Although Addison refers to school environmen ts, this collective action 

might be achieved, for instance, by collaborating with local community centers, 

organizations, and/or institutions that might be able to handle LGBTQ issues with 

educational purposes. In such environments, the participants might be able to explore 

their identity by still being in contact with the dominant conventions and customs of their 

specific history and culture. This is one of the reasons why in this research, it has been 

found as essential and beneficial to learn from the collaborative work with a local 

community center, Bicycle Inter-Community Art and Salvage (BICAS), which provides a 

secure and open-minded environment for persons and, where a free cri tical exploration of 

discourses in the mainstream can be possible. 

By encouraging self-recognition, demanding diminution of denigrating discourses 

and promoting hope through affinity, affirmation, and all iances, our educational 

environments may serve as spaces of renewal where the world can be imagined as 

queerly as it really is. The process of queering the art education curriculum is ongoing, 

messy and difficult work, and an essential practice in the fight for social justice and 

human rights (Cosier & Sanders, 2007). 

Stanley (2007) asserts that a specific LGBT art and design curriculum can pro,·ide 

what we all lack currently: material that renects and expands lhe learning of LGBT 
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students and opportunities for continuing professional development for LGBT and 

LGBT-friendly staff. The e materials and opportunities will enrich the whole art and 

design curriculum by embracing new ideas from within and outside the di cipline. At the 

moment there is a gaping empty space in the art and design curriculum that need filling. 

Stanley al so exposes four characteristics of LGBTQ artists, teachers, and student that arc 

important contributions to the field of art education: (a) their position as outsiders, which 

pro\'idcs them with a powerful source for creative and comparative perspectives as they 

are able to read the world without the constrains of the hetcronormative discourse; (b) 

their capability for irony, which can be seen as an aspect of parody where the values of 

the dominant discourse and those who hold such values are repudiated; (c) their 

proximity to feminist art hi tory, which re-conceptualizes and expands Western art 

hi Lory from a LGBTQ perspective, questioning about how our concept of cxual 

identity may change over time and with respect to particular periods; and (d) their daily 

pre cnce in contemporary artistic, cultural or sociopolitical environments, which is 

something to celebrate, even when this presence connotes a marginality as a result of an 

hcteronormatiYe culture (Stanley, 2007). 

These characteristic have been innuential in the development of the curriculum 

developed in this research. However, I have also considered it important not to take for 

granted that our participant will demonstrate these characteri stics since many of them 

will bring different experiences and backgrounds to the curriculum. T hu , I must provide 

different levels of exposure and openness. In this way, a curriculum designed for LGBTQ 



participants should look at developing, exploiting, and Laking advanlage of the e 

qualitie , in order to enrich participants' outcomes and insights. 
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3.4. LGBTQ IDENTITIES: DEVELOPMENT, IDENTITY EXPRESSION, & ART 

EXPRESSION 

According to SLanley (2007), a LGBTQ perspective is not necessarily restricted to 

gender specific behavior and expres ion and, in fact, provides an opportunity to propo e: 

'everything could be different'. Thi does not mean that LGBT individuals have a 

knowingness that surpasses that of their neighbors. But the very difference in identity 

formation that the great majority of LGBT individuals experience provides a fertile 

ground for creative and comparative reflection on how complex a process the 

'pre entation of self' is for most young people. 

The construction processes of the LGBTQ identities are so diverse and complex 

that many authors have created different models of identity development including sLage 

models of sexual orienlation identity development, theories peci fic to LGBT people of 

color, a life pan approach to LGBT identity development, and approaches to tran gender 

identity development (Bilodeau & Renn, 2005). The development of gay and le bian 

identities has different stages: defensive strategies, recognition of non-hetero exual 

feelings, behavioral and emotional experimentation, backtracking, and acceptance of 

feeling (Ca , 1979, 1984; Savin-Williams, 1990; Troiden, 1979). Additionally, scholars 

have found that bi exuals experience identity processes differently from the way lesbians 

and gay men do (Fox, 1995; Klein, 1990, 1993). 
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Gender identity, on the other hand, has been used to describe an individual's 

inlernal sense o f self as male, female, or an identity between or outside these two 

categories (Wilchin , 2002). Research on transgender students is rare, and differences 

between sexual orientation and gender identity are not always well understood (Bilodeau, 

2005). Aero s cultures, LGBT identities have different names and meanings. One such 

example is the existence of "Two Spirit" identities that blend Western notions of gender 

identity and sexual orientation within Native American communities (Brown, 1997) . 

Aspect of age, race, gender, social status, culture, fai th, the development of a 

person's self-concept, relationships with family, and connections to peer groups and 

community affect all these processes of identity development (Bilodeau & Renn, 2005). 

Identity expression i a final stage that some gays and lesbians may experience, 

often proceeding the stage of self-labeling. T he difference between identity development 

and identity expression is that the first is an internally negotiated process while the latter 

is external. The ways in which our identities ( including gender and sexual identity) are 

expre ed are influenced by the negotiation of perceived costs and rewards (threats versus 

benefi ts) wi thin a pecific set of structural arrangements (Waldner-Haugrud & Magruder, 

1996). In other words, we express our identity depending on an analysis of the benefits 

and detriments that our environment may cause. 

The difficulty for lesbian and gay youths, for instance, to express a homo exual 

identity may lead to significant p ychological detriments (Waldner-Haugrud & 

Magruder, 1996). Pressures from external social forces to adopt the so-called 1ight 

sexualities and the connieting need to express a true sexual/gender identity can be 
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overwhelming. Maylon (1982) noted that such identity confusion could induce low self

esteem, depression, denial, suppression, and compartmentalization in homosexual 

adolescents. Increasing the intensity of this crisis is the lack of access to pro-lesbigay 

(lesbian/bisexual/gay) resources that may facilitate identity expression. Since current 

resources tend to have an adult orientation (Maylon, 1982), alienation may increase 

among already at-risk LGBTQ adolescents (Martin, J 982). 

When people express something, they are said to take from within themselves 

some form of phenomenon, a sensation, a perception, a thought or a feeling and put i t 

outside; they take what was once inside and, through a process of transformation, 

represent it as a material act or thing. The tenets of expressivism presuppose the 

possibility that through the practice of art, young people might develop the expressive 

means to give 'voice' to their feelings and come to some understanding of self. 

Modernism sustains the view that artists are able to transcend the contex ts in which they 

live to produce work that is both meaningful and autonomous. This unique individuali ty 

is revealed through a process of self-exploration, in which those non-expert students 

discover and unfold their true essence (Addison, 2005). 

Spaces for identity self-expression and exploration are not abundant for the 

LGBTQ youth (and thi s community in general), especially within formal schooling, 

where there is an absence of formal discussion about sex, sexual identity and sexuality. 

This is surprising given the emphasis on self-exploration that an art and design expressive 

curricula can promote. Addison (2005) also makes reference to visual semiotics and the 
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theoretical work of Judith Butler while interpreting the use of visual resources not only to 

represent sexual identity, but also to counter dominant discourses around homosexuality. 

Due to the absence of information about sex, sexual identity and sexuality, other 

than in the context of heal th and moral education in schools, the LGBTQ-related 

language learned by the students is restricted Lo the vernacular options outside the 

classroom, which are often the homophobic derivatives 'fag', 'lcsbo', 'poof', etc. T hese 

terms are thrown about indiscriminately as generic markers of abuse (Haywood & Mac 

an Ghaill 2003). In some school environments, the homophobic insults used are 

inappropriate epithets (inclusive the use of the term 'gay' sometimes indicates ' trashy', 

weak, or of little significance). 

In relation to the students' exposure to language, the textual self - the expression 

and construction of the sel f through text making - emerges as a central theme in 

education. The child is encouraged to make texts that configure meaning through the use 

of signs, such as role-play, music, drawing and writing. Great value is placed upon these 

texts as records of and testaments to the self. However, sexual and gender identities 

outside the gender-binary and heteronormative contexts are frequently left aside. 

Understood in this way, text making is seen as a multi-faceted process involving 

various types of subjectivity: the sel f that is brought to the task, the self that is 

constructed as the text is made, and the self that is read into the output by others. As these 

different types of self exist in different timescales, the textual arti fact acts as a central 

means of finding coherence between the events, moments and behaviors that contribute 
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lo our subjectivity, ullimatcly enabling the individual lo perceive (and define) their own 

subjectivity (or identity) (Sakr, 2012). 

Homosexual 23 identity formation, for ins tance, entails increasing acceptance and 

application of the terms homosexual , gay, lesbian, queer, or dyke (and many others) to 

the self despite poss ible resis tance or negative sanctioning from society. T he gay or 

lesbian individual accepting a stigmatized label may express his or her identity through 

an intimate relationship, through membership in the gay/lesbian subculture, or both 

(Cass , 1984; Coleman, 1985; Lee, 1977). This self-labeling (or the possible rejection of 

labels) seems to be present in the process of text making, which for its part, is present in 

the use of signs in artistic creation. 

One of the particular modes of art tha t utilizes texts and signs to make meaning is 

Graffiti , which has recently gained the attention of the art world. The increased visibility 

and recognition of "street art" - championed by artists such as Britain's Banksyu or 

United States' She pard Fairey-has resulted in many cities seeing a n increase in site-

pecific and visually triking interventions within the urban environment (Hattenstone, 

2008). Both Banksy and Fairey have created art pieces surrounding gay themes; Banksy' s 

piece, 'Gay Bobbies ' , has become a shrine for fans, a regular s top on the city's tourist 

23 Note: Although I am aware that sexual identity formation is different from gender identity formation , a deeper search 
for sources describing transgender identi ty is necessary. 
24 Banksy's work can be seen here: 11; OJ td or, in 1cx.., r• . Including the homosexual-themed 
piece "Gay Bobbies" in B righton, UK. 2005. 
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trail25
, and a symbol for the gay community; Fairey's Love Unites poster aimed to raise 

awareness and funds for the movement to overturn Proposition 8 in California26
• 

Some of these text-making interventions include those made by the hands of the 

aforementioned queer artists: prvtdncr, Adrian+ Shane, encore, HOMO RIOT, Jeremy 

Novy, Jill y Ballis tic, Paul LeChien, CLOUDZ, Gaystencil, PixelStud, and OxGxT, 

among others. Additionally, Reed (1996) shows examples of street art and artistic 

interventions used by the queer community. For example, at the shore of Lake Michigan 

in Chicago's Lincoln Park, colorful graffiti combines signs (in the form of rainbow nags) 

and texts (by using quotations from queer books and names off amous queers). This 

space is the center of a queer spectacle and remains as a physical index of queerness 

within the normative public (read s traight) realm of the park. These artis tic expressions 

are seen as an attempt to manifest an identity that, as its motto "We're here! We're queer!" 

proclaims, insists on taking place (Reed, 1996). 

While produced through illegal activity, and still viewed by many as defacement 

of public and private property, the aesthetic impact of s tenci led street art has gained 

mainstream recognition for its site-specific engagement with the urban streetscape (Sliwa 

& Cai rns, 2007). There is one mode of graffiti , however, which remains resistant to thi s 

recent wave of respectability: the practice known as taggi ng, in which surfaces are 

overtaken by endlessly repeated pseudo-signatures, standing in for absent persons. 

Described as pollution, dirt, deviance, c riminal defacement, or, more benignly, folk art, 

25 Source and images: 

26 Source: 1, ""' u tnl ,,,m prints dcti:nd-1..111 hi, 
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tagging has also been variously lheorized as a marking of territory or an expression of, or 

an insislence on identity (Hedden as cited by Whitlock & Poleni, 2008). 

The transgressive character of graffiti and street art has been found suitable to be 

used as the art media in the curriculum designed for this research. It is expected that 

through the use of graffiti (which includes from street tagging, to t-shjrt printing, and 

poster design) the LGBTQ participants are able to express themselves more f rcely, 

breaking with the restrictions of society. The essence of street as a way of social 

denunciation makes it the right choice in this research. In the next chapter, I discuss 

examples of curriculum designs in which street art can be combined with the exploration 

of the environment and the self in order to produce meaning[ ul pieces of art. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: REFERENCES FOR DESIGNING THE CURRICULUM 

This research includes the analysis of three art curricula/projects and their 

structures, with the objective of designing my final curriculum that will be implemented 

wi th LGBTQ participants at BICAS, in Tucson, Arizona The curricula studied provide 

an approach to theories and views that aim to help in the process of social transformation; 

such an approach is necessary in art educational practice related to LGBTQ participants. 

Karen Hutzel (2007) describes how she implemented an asset-based community 

art curriculum in which participants could re-discover the opportunities that their own 

environment provides for self-expression. In addition, with this action, community 

members could identify, revitalize, and reclaim spaces in their communi ty that had been 

lost before. 

Karen Keifer-Boyd (2007) analyses the work of artist and art educator Judy 

Chicago and her ''feminist arl education." Her project shows how the exploration of 

personal content from participants can influence their art production in positive and 

significant ways. By searching for content, participants not only enrich their artwork, but 

also increase their awareness about their own si tua tions inside systems of power and 

inequality; thus making them more socially conscious artists. 

Lisa Frohmann (2010) shows how victims of violence can express themselves 

easier when utilizing both writing and visual media. Their self-exploration through the 

art-making process helps them not only to express, but also to reflect on their past or 
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current abuse. With the exhibition of their artwork, participants had the opportunity for 

liberating expression and, in addition, Lo help their comm uni Lies Lo be aware of the abuse 

and violence around them ; thereby encouraging them Lo take action in social 

transformation. 

4.1. Karen Hutzel's asset-based community art curriculum 

In her article Reconstructing a Community, Reclaiming a Playground: A 

Participatory Action Research Study, Hutzel (2007) describes a study that examined 

participants' perceptions of community and of the West End neighborhood in Ci ncinnati , 

Ohio. The author argues that oppressive situation have developed strong collective 

identities and social capi tal among residents, which can lead to the development of 

community art as a catalyst for social change and inform community-based art education. 

An asset-based community art curriculum was implemented and two murals were 

developed. Results from the study revealed specific characteristics of the participants' 

perceptions of their community, from good conditions of safety and strong social bonds 

to problems of trash, violence, and drug . Results also indicated that participants 

increasingly real ized their own ability to affect change in their community to improve the 

landscape and promote a better place through making a1t. The study showed that the 

community art curriculum contributed to social change in the neighborhood by 

highlighting the role of neighborhood and reclaiming a space that had been as ociatcd 

with drugs and violence in the past (Hutzel, 2007). 

This type of curriculum has been chosen as a reference for my curriculum design 
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due to its ability Lo generate awareness among the participants about the real ity in their 

environments. A s Hutzel claims, oppressive situations develop social capital ; it is this 

claim, whjch has been taken as one of the curricular objectjves in this research -the 

positioning the LGBTQ community as the oppressed. This obj ecti ve rums to generate 

awareness of the problems in the community related to LGBTQ issues, especially those 

related to derogatory language used in personal and communal sites. In addition, one of 

my curriculum goals is to foster the participants' realization of the opportunities for 

trengthening social bonds that some organjzations mjght provide in Tucson, as well as 

giving them a sense of community membersrup. 

Hutzel inf uses her curriculum with Paulo Frei re's idea of not wanting to just 

'integrate' the oppressed communities into the structure of oppression, but Lo also 

transform that structure so that the community members can become beings for 

themselves (Freire, 1970/1994 as cited by Hutzel, 2007). She also includes the ideas of 

bell hooks, who promoted the deconstruction of a privileged voice through collective 

criti cal practice, which re-emphasizes the role of social networks and group learning in a 

community context (hooks, 1994). Thus, my curriculum looks at providing the LGBTQ 

community with opportunities for critically defining themselves within an oppressive 

structure by working together on deconstructing such a structure. 

Hutzel 's study suggests that an art curriculum, that incorporates the pruticipanl<; ' 

realities by acting toward change, can inci te active engagement in art and community 

development. Thus, art educators can benefit by attempting to understand and learn from 

the communities in wruch they teach through the eyes and experiences of the students and 
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community residents and strive to meet the real needs that are presented (Hutzel, 2007). 

This has made me believe that, in relation to the LGBTQ communities, the 

implementation of an art curriculum can help to educate both participants and viewers of 

the needs and s truggles of their members. 

Summarizing, from Hutzel's curriculum I have taken the following 

characteristics: (a) its promotion of exploration and critical analysis of the participants' 

own situation in their communities, and (b) its ability to provide opportunities for 

strengthening social bonds among LGBTQ participants through making art together and 

expressing their feelings to the community in general. 

As I understand, Hutzel's action research and asset-based curriculum is divided in 

the following stages: (1) Preparation, which entails the participants' exploration of the 

oppo1tunities the environment can provide for art making and the definition of its 

concepts; (2) Action, which is the art making itself; (3) Renection, developed by Hutzel 

in writing and drawing exercises, group discussions, and interviews based on the art 

making process; and (4) Recognition , which took the form of an exhibition event, 

"vherein the participants could communicate their messages through art to the outs ide 

public. All these stages were taken as important for the development of my curriculum 

design; however, I fell the need for a deeper exploration of how to encourage LGBTQ 

participants to find the concepts that will define their art making. This is ,,.,hy I found 

Judy Chicago's views on how to utilize personal content as a source for art production 

significantly important. Such approach is explained in the following paragraphs. For a 

diagram of Karen Hutzel 's curriculum design, see Appendix A. 
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4.2. Judy Chicago's pedagogy: from content to form, by Karen Keifer-Boyd 

Keifer-Boyd, in her article "From Content lo Form: Judy Chicago' Pedagogy 

wi th Reflections by Judy Chicago" (2007), internationally renowned artist and educator 

Judy Chicago reflects on her teaching and on the author' interpretation of her pedagogy 

in three projects: Womanhouse (1971-1972), At Home (2001-2002), and Envi ioning the 

Future (2003-2004). From a comparison of pre- and post-open-ended questionnaire 

responses given by 62 participants in Lhe Envisioning the Future (ETF) project, Keifer

Boyd identified a peel of Chicago's methodology that make it unique from other ludio 

teaching approaches. Gender, status, and ideology emerge as significant themes in the 

analysis of the experiences of eight artist-educators who learned Chicago's teaching 

methodology in a I 0-day workshop and subsequently are guided by Chicago in their 

seme. ter-long facilitation of art making groups of the 62 participants in the ETF project. 

Chicago's teaching methodology is defined by Keifer-Boyd as femini t pedagogy, who e 

threads include the following goals: effecting social change; envisioning teaching as a 

political act; viewing knowledge as value-laden; valuing personal experience and self

representation; providing avenues for multivocali ty, and sharing leadership in tudent

centercd environments (Keifer-Boyd, 2007). The foci of K eifer-Boyd 's research and this 

research project, is on Chicago's primary teaching goal, which i to facilitate the creation 

of "content-ba ed art." 

Chicago developed a pedagogical approach that encourages content-based art 

making, wherein content concerns a feminist, political, per onal, or ocial issue or 

me sage in a tangible vi ual form. The content-based approach to art making is rooted in 
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democratic ideals in which different views arc encouraged and argued. According to 

Kiefer-Boyd, Chicago's pedagogical approach is clearly a process with sequential step in 

that research and content-searches arc made before defining art making goals (Keifer

Boyd, 2007). I took this view as a way of encouraging participants, who will be part of 

my curriculum, to explore their experiences with LGBTQ-rclated language before 

deciding what they would do in their art making processes. 

In her research, Keifer-Boyd states that the participant 'connections of their self

pre entations to content-searches varied depending on the facilitator's ability to pu h 

participants to analyze self-content and idcntif y re carch directions. Due the different 

level of exposure and willingness for self-expression inside the LGBTQ communities, I 

decided to encourage participants to explore their content without having to share their 

finding Lo others in an open fashion. In fact, many opportunitie of art ex pre sion, other 

than figurative an open, would be provided. 

Keifer-Boyd divides Chicago's teaching methodology into the stages of 

preparation, process, and art making. Each of these stages is f urthcr divided indifferent 

step . Thu , the preparation stage is divided as (a) self-pre entations, in which tudents 

arc encouraged to make personal connections to their artwork; (b) content earch, through 

outside research and consciousness-raising questions and se ions, which are improved 

with (c) group dynamics, in form of active listening, renection during silence, and 

circular distribution of participants; and (d) the definition of art making goals, in which 

the definition of the audience or target is crucial. 
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The stage of process is di vided as (a) Lhe enabling of personal commilmenl and 

group support through participants' collaboration by sharing resources and expertise; and 

(b) the transition from ideal to real , which consists in the definition of work mode, media, 

and format based on time, space, and resources available. 

The stage of art making is divided as (a) the selectio ns of participants; (b) the 

transition from process to image, which is the definition of art making goals, that include 

materials, samples, sketches, and models based o n intentions, content, media, and format; 

(c) the balancing of support and guidance from the facilitator; (d) the content-based 

critiques, which assist the artist to form a clear vision of the artwork by asking questions 

about the artistic goals, the message, ways for iLs transmission, and possible 

understandings from the viewers; and finally, (e) the presentation to the audience and its 

evaluation as a recognition of the project by the community in an exhibition event. 

Since Chicago's pedagogy is intended to Leach experienced artists and art teachers 

over a long period of time, many of the process stages are not applicable for the purpo cs 

of this research. Thus, as important s tages applicable Lo LGBTQ non-artists participants I 

have taken: the content search, the setting of art maki ng goals, the Lrans ition from ideal to 

real, and the audience and evaluation s tages. For a diagram of Judy Chicago's curriculum 

design, sec Appendix B. 

4.3. Lisa Frohmann's Framing Safety Project 

In " the Framing Safety Projec t", Frohmann (2005) conducted collaborative, 

community action/education research with ballered women related to the meaning of 
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saf eLy in thei r l ives. T he proj ect is built on the use of participanL-generaLed photographs 

and photo-elicitation interviews as methods for exploring with women, in support group 

etting , the meanings o f violence in their lives and their approaches to creating safer 

pace . A lthough visual sociologists have used variations of the e methods, particularly 

to study the experiences of children, Frohmann combines them in a uniquely f emini L 

approach Lhat leads from the women's photography and interviews to a communi ty 

education and action component T he author also describes the process of developing and 

implementing this project with Mexican and South Asian imrnigranl women and 

discusses the ways in which its methodological approach serves Lo ampli fy Lhe voices or 

silenced women, and to offer opportunities for communi ty education and social action. 

Based on feminist and critical race theories, the process of creation of photo-narrati ve in 

thi proj ect i divided in the stages of (I) conversations, in which through informal and 

oriented conversations, participants share their personal experiences, feel i ngs and 

histories; (2) the stage of producing the plwto-narratives themselves; and (3) the 

exhibition, in which parti cipants can educate their community and receive feedback on 

their art work f rom the viewers. T hus, the most relevant stage for my curriculum design 

is the stage of photo-narratives, which is divided in the following stages: (a) photo 

sessions, discuss ions about their results, and the pre-selection of photo ; (b) an 

introduction Lo the future exhibition; (c) the generation of nar rati ves based on the pre-

elected photos, or the analysis of photo-el icited comments in conducted interviews; (d) 

and the final decision on final pieces (photos and narrati ves) to be exhibited (Frohmann, 

2005). 
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Frohmann's project is considered a therapeutic tool, a community education and 

action strategy, participatory action research for women to explore their experiences 

living in and extricating themselves from a battered relationship, and a means of 

informing others about the realities of these experiences (Frohmann, 2005). Thi 

approach has been innuential on the design of my curriculum to the extent that I 

encourage the participants to explore and analyze their personal experiences related to 

LGBTQ identities, even when these events may be traumatic or uncomfortable to 

remember. A lthough haring the e experiences is optional, participants can expre s them 

secretly through art making. 

The most important approach from Frohmann 's curriculum, which I have adopted 

in this project, is the use of photography as a process of exploration of meaning. This 

approach encourages participants to explore their environments to find forms and/or 

images as representations of the feelings within their personal narratives. For a diagram 

of Lisa Frohmann's curriculum design, see Appendix C. 

4.4. The five-pointed star activity from the SafeZONE program 

In the earch for educational and self-awareness increasing activities, I 

participated in the SafeZone workshop at the University of A rizona. SafeZONE i a 

campus-wide program committed to making The University of Arizona a afer, more 

welcoming, and inclusive environment for members of the le bian, gay, bi exual , 
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transgcnder, and questj oning (LGBTQ) communi ty27
• In the workshop, the facilitators 

implemented an activity named 'the star acti vity ' in which the participan ts, after writing 

down our own names a t the center of a star-shaped piece o f paper, were encouraged to 

explore the ways in which LGBTQ people use to come out in five different environments 

- represented by each o f the points in the star: coming out to a family member, to a friend, 

in the workplace, to their community, and in the context of the ir biggest dream. Later, 

every participant must remember or imagine how the experience of coming out in each 

context might have resulted. In many cases, some environments were more accepting 

than others, including cases o f rejec tion and loss. 

The activity was so emotive and eye-opening for me, that I decided to adapt it to 

fi t the objecti ves in my curriculum design, so as to encourage participants to explore the ir 

perso nal environments in connection to the self, which would eventuall y serve as conten t 

for the art ma k.i ng processes. 

27 
Source: http://deanofstudents.arizona.edu/LGBTQalTairs/safezone 
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Following the idea of triangulation, a multi-method approach to data collection 

and data analysis (Rothbauer, 2008), the development and implementation of the 

curriculum have been approached with a combination of research methods. The 

methodology has adopted characteristics from critical action research, arts-based 

research, visual research, and content analysis. 

Cri tical action research is a validation and ex tension of action research processes 

that combines critical theory with the action research paradigm. Action research is 

change oriented and accomplishes thi by involving the people under study as co

researchers, thereby providing them with the tools to effect change themselves (Davis, 

2008). In this research, the LGBTQ participants will be the ones who create and propo e 

the ideas that will be anaJyzed. In addi tion, the feedback and comments about the 

curriculum wi ll be used to create modifications for the future, thus the partic ipants will be 

indispensable elements within the research. AdditionaJly, criticaJ theory looks at, 

exposes, and questions hegemony-traditional power assumptions held about 

relationships, groups, communities, societies, and organizations-to promote social 

change (Davis, 2008). In this research, the sociaJ issue in question is the situa tion of 

oppressed of the LGBTQ communities and their members. 

Arts-based social research, which is the communication of subjecti ve real itie and 

the vigorous interrogation of a commonsensical way of comprehending the sociaJ world, 
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has as a goal the enhancement of multiple meanings (Barone, 2008). These meanings will 

be also explored by the analysis of the artworks produced by the participants. In addition, 

I will use \'isual research by focusing on these nonlinguistic images. The artworks 

produced will be used as a source of data, as a method of data analysi , and as a means of 

data representation. In visual research, participants select and order these images into 

forms that represent personal meaning (Siegcsmund, 2008), which, again, will be done 

during the curriculum implementation. 

Content analysis is the intellectual process of categorizing qualitative textual data 

into clusters of similar entities, or conceptual categories, to identify consistent patterns 

and relationships between variables or themes. It is a method of analyzing textual data, 

including media such as drawings, photographs, and video (Julien, 2008). In this project, 

the data lo be categorized and analyzed will include fieldwork notes, videos and photos, 

online comments and reactions from participants, and the artworks produced by them. 

Thus, my research process is as follows: (a) to design the curriculum for the 

BICAS workshops; (b) as part of the critical action research, the curriculum will be 

implemented and participants w ill explore, through art making, LGBTQ issues in 

language; (c) an arts-based social research, in combination with visual re earch, will be 

conducted by analyzing and studying the artworks produced in the workshops; and 

finally, (d) a visual content analysis will categorize the images, notes, and perceptions 

from the curricular implementation in an attempt to answer why the participants ha,·e 

created certain images. 
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All of lhe participants agreed lo participate in lhis research study using approved 

Human Subjects' documentation. In some cases, lhe participants' names are actual names 

and in other cases, pseudonyms arc used. 

5.1. Curriculum Design 

ln this section, I brieny describe the curriculum design that was the basis for the 

educalional implementalion within lhe community selling. The curriculum designed for 

this project followed lhe examples of Hutzel (2007), Chicago (Keifer-Boyd, 2007), and 

Frohmann (2005) and has, as its theoretical framework, lhe combinalions of the ideas of 

Butler, Freire, and Public Pedagogy. The curriculum design was implemented later at 

BICAS (in Tucson, Arizona) during four workshops directed at LGBTQ participanls. As 

part of its design, I followed lhe method of Wayfinding, an approach lo designing 

curriculum lhat I experienced as part of a course taught by Dr. Marissa McClure. Please 

see Appendix D for the complete curriculum design. 

The following paragraphs describe each of the parts of lhe process of Wayfinding: 

(a) the actions used for understanding participants' pre-history and prior knowledge; (b) 

the curriculum's significance; (c) its hypothesis ; (d) the desired outcomes as result of its 

implementation; and, (e) lhe description of the activities -executed both by participants 

and facilitator in each of the four workshops. 
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KNOWLEDGE 
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The acknowledgement of the personal interes ts of lhe participants is important 

wi thin this curriculum. I will use both presentations in the workshops and on Faccbook as 

a means of fi nding out the participants' pre-history and prior knowledge. It is important 

to find out about the participants' sexual orientation and/or gender identity. My questions 

at this stage are: What is your sexual orientation? What is your gender identity? What 

pronouns do you pref er? 

5.1.2. CURRICULUM SIGNIFICANCE 

This curriculum design has the objective of providing a space for voice and elr

expression tha t LGBTQ participants need in lhe society, thus, improving their process of 

identification, in particular lheir choices of self-labeling and self-expression. 

Additionally, participants will have the opportuni ty to critical ly analyze thei r own 

visual culture, specifically lhat related to LGBTQ issues; thus, increas ing their awareness 

of whether their possible situations are oppressed. 

Participants will be encouraged to become empowered through self-exploration 

and analysis of their own experiences in relation to LGBTQ-related language. They will 

have the opportunity to choose, modify, or even change such language. With this power 

over language, as Freire claims, LGBTQ participants will have an opportunity to be one 

step ahead in the process of reaching their freedom. 
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5.1.3. CURRICULUM HYPOTHESIS 

I) The implementation of this curriculum might generate participants' awareness 

of the LGBTQ-related language u ed around and directed at them. 

2) The curriculum might encourage self-exploration of participants' sexual 

orientation and gender identity, and of the language used or misused related to it. 

3) The curriculum might generate the exploration and transformation of LGBTQ

related language, and/or the creation of a new language. 

5.1.4. DESIRED OUTCOMES 

It is hoped that participants will have the opportunity for venting personal 

feelings, secrets, or stories through self-expression. 

It is hoped that participants will explore possibi lities for denouncing social 

injustices in their own communi ties and by their own media. 

Finally, through the exploration of LGBTQ-related language, participants will 

explore opportunities to transform and modify its use. 

5.1.5. WORKSHOP 1: Introduction and outside assignment: use, misuse, and 

disuse [Photographic explorations and Street Posters] 

a) Facebook Group 

As the faci litator, I will create a Facebook group in which participants will have a 

free space to share their ideas, comments and images. According to Nieto (2008), 
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observers of the digital information age have noted how computer users can create their 

own multiple identities in cyberspace. And with this in mind , I expect participants to 

share comments and thoughts without inhibitions. The group will be created as 'private' 

which means the identities of the participants will remain a ecret, and that the members 

will join only by invitation. Participants will be encouraged to share the link with family 

and friends and to make comments online. These comments and their reactions will be 

discussed at all of the workshops. 

b) Introductory discussion 

Participants and the facilitator will engage in an online discussion about LGBTQ 

issues and the language used around us. Some points might include: 

• Definition of LGBTQ acronym and explanation of each letter. 

• Definition and differences of the terms sex, gender, and sexual orientation. 

• Gender pronouns and gender-neutral pronouns. 

• Coming out as a concept. 

• Injurious language for the LGBTQ community. 

c) Introduction to photographic project (the handouts) 

Through the online interaction in Facebook, the facilitator would dis tribute 

handouts containing the following information: 

• The explanation of some photography basics: the use of a camera (if applicable) , 

interesting angles, positions, colors, etc. 



• The explanation of the project and the three basic points: Use, misuse, and disuse of 

language. The handouts will contain examples of every category. 
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• Issues or confidentiali ty: the participants are the ones taking the photos so they wil l no t 

appear in the images. 

d) OUTSIDE ASSIGNMENT: use, misuse, and disuse [photography] 

Participants will be asked to take photographs in places or situations in their 

community where the use, misuse, or disuse of LGBTQ language happens. These places, 

for example, can be in thei r rooms and homes, or their school, neighborhood and the 

street, or the media (TV, news, radio, etc.). They might search for signs, billboards, 

posters, people, rooms, places, objects, etc. as representations of situations. 

e) Classification of the photographs in categories 

In the Facebook group, photographs will be classified in categories (in albums, 

sections, or tags.) Partic ipants will be encouraged to share the link with family and 

friends and to make comments onJine. These comments and their reactions will be 

discussed in later meetings. Participants will send/upload the photographs online to the 

Facebook group. These images will be classified in three categories: 

1) USE: participants will be asked to answer to the question: What words/tem1s related to 

your sexual orientation and/or gender identity are used around you? (Participants will 

take photographs about the actual use of LGBTQ-related language by family members, 

friends, classmates, teachers, etc. in verbal or written form.) 
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2) MISUSE: The question for this category will be: What terms/words related to sexual 

orientation and/or gender identity arc used as insults or in a denigrating way around you? 

And, where does this happen? (Participants will take photographs as reprc cntations of 

the use of LGBTQ-related language with a bad connotation, as insults like "fagot," or 

with an erroneous meaning, like "that's so gay!") 

3) DISUSE: participants will answer the question: What arc the occasion where your 

exual orientation and/or gender identity is ignored? And, what words/terms are not 

mentioned? (Participants will take photos as representations of those opportunitie · where 

LGBTQ language might be used and it is not. For instance, situations where the LGBTQ 

community and its interests are ignored, like in conversations based on gender binary.) 

f) ARTMAKING: Street-art posters 

At BICAS, and at the meetings for the workshops, the participants and the 

facilitator will engage in a discussion about our online comments and reactions. Students 

will be encouraged to explore their feelings about the experience of taking the 

photographs and their findings about the use of language around them. A suggested 

question for the discussion is: What did you feel when taking the photos? 

The process of art making will include the following steps: 

• Introduction by facilitator of examples of street-art poster and artists. 

• Choo ing the photo in which your presence is most required or desi red (by you or 

others) and print it (black and white). 

• Include/replace the words in the photos with pieces from maga.Lines. 
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• Take photos of each other (full body in signjficant positions). Print these photos in the 

proper s ize to fit in the first photo. Print it in black and white. 

• Make a collage of the photos of places, of ourselves, and incorporate texts (letters or 

words). 

• Make photocopies of the collages to form street posters. 

• Try the posters in real places. This might be in the original places of the first photos. 

• Take photos of the posters in the original place and include them in the wcblog/group. 

5.1.6. WORKSHOP 2: 5-pointed star activity28 [T-shirt block printing) 

a) 5-pointed star activity: 

In o ur second workshops, participants will be given a star-shaped piece of paper, 

they will write down their name in the center of the star. In every corner of it, they will 

have to define five points that enclo e their environment and the important 

clements/people in these. The definitions of the of the five points will be guided by the 

fol lowing topics and helped by answering these questions: 

1) Family: the most important member of their family, for them. Question: Who is the 

member of your family who you love/get along wi th the most? 

1) Friends: their best friend. Who is your best friend? 

28 
Aclivity Laken from the SafeZONE workshops and program at the University of Arizona. Source: 

http://deanofstudenls.arizona.edu/LGBTQaffai rs/saf ezone 
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3) Dream Job: their job of their dreams. What would be the best job you could ever have? 

4) Community: their favorite activity/group in their community where they participate 

acti vely. The e could be in their neighborhoods, sociaJ groups, schools, etc. How do you 

connect with your community? 

5) Biggest Dream: the biggest dream they have for their future. What do you wish to do 

in the future? What is your biggest dream? 

b) Analysis of LGBTQ-related language 

For every corner, participants will create of a list of terms (good and bad) used 

by/in the first four corners in their stars. These might not be necessarily LGBTQ-related. 

Participants discuss the findings, and later, they will choose one term for every comer 

and explain how and why these are used. 

c) Desired language: 

FinaJly, they will define a list of desired terms to be used in relation to their fifth 

point, their biggest dream. They might answer the question: What words of terms would 

you li ke Lo be used in the context of your biggest d ream? What would you like to be 

caJled? 

d) ARTMAKING: T-shirt block printing 

The process of art making will follow the next steps: 

• Selection of a word/term/phrase from the desired list to be printed in a T-shjn_ 



• Introduction to typographk design. 

• Creation of typographic design and decoration elements. 

• Carving of block with the selected design. 

• Printing proofs from blocks. 

• Printing final T-shirt. 

• Wearing T-shirts and taking photos. 

• Uploading photos to weblog/facebook-group. 

5.1.7. WORKSHOP 3: New Language: decoding, coding, and recoding 

[alphabets and street tagging] 
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In the third workshop, participants will explore LGBTQ-related language and will 

have the opportunity to decode, code, and recode it through the creation of street tags, 

which are built by new alphabets created by the participants. The steps in the workshop 

are the following: 

a) From Content to Form 

Participants will define their message and the mode/media for expression: 

First, they will choose the message (or content) by answering the question: What do you 

want lo say? Participants will define what they want to include as message in their 

a11work. They will have three options to choose from: 
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1) FEELINGS: what they feel from the use of language in any of the activities. What do 

you feel when you hear those words/terms? 

2) SECREfS: things that they have never said before. Do you have any secret in your 

life? 

3) STORIES: personal experiences related to the use of language around them and/or 

found in the process of this workshop. Would you like to share a personal story? 

After that, participants wil l choose a way of expression (or form): Participants 

will answer the question: How do you want to transmit your message? They wi ll choose 

from these options: 

1) DECODING: using or re-using terms/words existing in their environments , by 

critiquing them o r using irony. 

2) CODING: generating new meanings for the words/terms that have a pejorative 

meaning or are used as insults for the LGBTQ community. 

3) RECODING: saying out loud their messages by creating new words to be used in the 

"disuse" situations. 

b) ARTMAKING: Alphabets 

Creation of personal alphabets: Based on the chosen way of expression, 

participants will create their own alphabets from which they wi ll construct their 

message . They will have three options: 
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1) EMOTIONAL TYPE: a regular a lphabet (in English or chosen language), infused with 

the emotions or feelings the participant experienced with the use of language. 

2) SECRET ALPHABET: An illegible alphabet only understood with a secret code. Each 

letter in the regular alphabet is represented by an image or symbol to create a new secret 

alphabet. 

3) NEW TYPE/ALPHABET: the creation of a persona l readable typography, either by 

using new forms for the fellers, or forming new forms with them. 

Participants will have some time to sketch and define every of the characters in 

their alphabets. A sample of the grid will be given to the participants in which they will 

have a space for every of the necessary letters/characters lo be defined in their alphabets. 

See the image of this grid in Appendix E. 

c) ARTMAKING: TAGGING 

In this art making s tage, participants will be introduced lo street tagging and the 

facilitator will show some examples. After that, the s teps will be: 

• Creation of Tags with the help of the alphabets: Participants will design a tag of their 

name or their messages (a feeling, a secret, or a s tory). These designs will be 

implemented with chalk on the walls. 

• Facilitator will take photos of tags implemented with each participant and upload photos 

to our group or online group. 
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5.1.8. WORKSHOP 4: SHARING [POSTCARDS] 

a) Definition of target: 

By answering the question: to whom do you want to convey your message?, 

participants wi ll defi ne whether if they want to share their message, and will explore the 

reasons for this. Eventually, they will define who would be their final target. Among the 

possible options for target we might have: family members, friends, teachers, directors, 

principals, people with power, governors, mayors, presidents, etc. 

b) Choosing of the most representative project 

Participants will select one of the previous projects to use in their po tcards: 

poster, t-shirts, or tagging. 

c) ARTMAKING: POSTCARDS PRINTING 

The steps for the art making in this stage are the following: 

• Transforming selected project into a postcard: Based on the sizes of the projects, 

participants wi ll transfer them into postcard sizes. 

a) Minimizing the poster into a postcard size with photocopies, and then, they will 

transfer that image with acrylic medium. 

b) Block-printing postcards with the block design for the t-shirts. 

c) Transferring the photos of the street-tag into a postcard. First, participants will print the 

photo into the proper size, and then, they will transfer that image with acrylic medium. 
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d) Sending the postcards 

Based on the parts of a postcard, participants will design the back of the postcard 

and define the message on it. Then, they will prepare their postcards to be sent through 

the mail. The facilitator will send postcards lo their defined targets. One of these targets 

might also include be the White House in Washington, D.C. 

5.2. Implementation of the curriculum: critical action research 

In the next section I describe how the curriculum design was implemented in 

reality, and how, due to factors of time, place, and most importantly, to reactions to and 

interactions with the participants, things were implemented differently. I implemented 

four workshops designed for LGBTQ&A participants. These workshops combi ned the 

exploration of LGBTQ-related language used in the personal experiences of the 

participants as expres ed through street art and printmaking. 

5.2.1. Introduction of acronym and sexuality terms 

For the workshops, as defined by the literature review in this project, it was 

important to explain the differences and interconnections of the terms sex, gender and 

sexual orientation, as well as the meaning of the acronym LGBTQ. Thus, at the 

beginning of every workshop, participants were encouraged to engage in a conversation 
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about the definitions of the terms and lbeir own perceptions about them. The feedback 

and reactions from the participants in these discussions were varied. Many of the students 

already knew the definitions in the acronym; some of them knew relatively well the 

differences of the sexuality terms, and for some o thers, the words and meanings were 

new. J believe that these conversations were no t only beneficial for the c reation of their 

artworks, but also for their own knowledge and awareness. Additionally, I introduced 

them to a li st of terms and words taken from the Internet 29. This allowed them to have an 

idea about the words used around the world related to LGBTQ issues. Ma ny of the terms 

caused surprise and astonishment among the participants, giving the idea that they found 

it interesting and new. The Qin the acronym was specially unknown and its meaning was 

explained -queer or questioning, which also were new terms for some of the participants. 

5.2.2. Workshop 1: Photo exploration and Street Posters 

The first workshop was about street art posters. I had three participants who 

explored the used, misused, and disused language in their lives. The process designed in 

the curriculum was not developed as I expected. The workshop requested an outside 

assignment and pre-registration in the Facebook group. Nobody did this. However, I was 

prepared for this, and the assignment could be done during the workshop with some 

minor changes. The first idea for this workshop included participants undertaking an 

29 Sources: 
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outside photographic activity and that Lhc results of Lhis would be exposed, commented, 

and analyzed through the Facebook group. Unfortunately, no participant was in cribed in 

our Facebook group for the day of the workshop. This fact, beside teaching me that 

outside activities might not be recommended for implementation in community settings 

(at least not at this specific setting, and definitely not at the beginning of a workshops 

series), made me understand that a curriculum design for community settings must be 

quick, imple, and adaptable to unexpected situations. For example, the photographic 

project, which was indispensable for the participants' exploration of their situation as 

LGBTQ in their personal environments and the language used around them, needed to be 

modified. Instead off ocusing the photo exploration on their environments, participants 

were encouraged first to create a list of personal experiences related to LGBTQ issues 

and the language u ed in them. They would use this list later, through a photographic 

exploration of the si te30
, and a search for objects, fonns, or images that might visually 

represent those experiences. In other words, participants explored the different personal 

meanings visually represented within the site. 

The photographs taken in this activity included chains and locks, spray tains in 

the walls, the spray painting of a heart., murals and street artworks in the place (BlCAS 

possess a variety of street art works in its walls), images in the participants' own t-shirts, 

metallic textures, and the phrase 'ye , we' re' in a mural. All these were visual 

repre entations cho en by the participants to transmit their ideas and feelings about being 

30 In the next stages of this narrative. lhe Lenn 'site' will refer to BICAS. lhe community center in which the workshops 
were implemented. 



LGBTQ in their society. Although the lists off eclings and experiences were kept for 

themselves, their ideas and feelings were depicted in their final street posters. 
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To help them to construct a complete visual representation of a combination of 

meanings and ideas in their street posters, participants were given a series of magazines 

in order for them to find social representations and inculcated messages in the press 

media about LGBTQ issues. After a short exploration of the press pieces and a time to 

think about the possible matching with their photos and messages, student chose 

interesting images from the magazines such as, a hair cut, faces off emale and male 

models, a banana, a heart in fire, and several phrases and letters lo form specific text 

messages. 

Finally, participants were encouraged to take photos of their own bodies to be 

included in their artworks. No limitations on how to take the photos were provided so 

they could have total freedom on choosing their poses and symbolism. The three 

participants in the workshop chose not to include their faces , one was covering her face 

with the hands, the second photographed herself blurry and with her face covered by her 

hair, and the last one took a photo of her neck and neckerchief. 

The final results documented within the street posters, were a combination of 

magazines cuttings, textures and images from photographs, their own images, and written 

texts. These were pasted in the walls outside BICAS. One of the participants pre ented 

herself in a blurred image with her mouth covered, which represented her inability to 

speak out. In her poster, she used the image of a locked chain with the words "secrets" on 

it close to an image of a heart in fire. Around the poster's background, there were images 
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of spray splatters representing sadness from her inhibition. The tex ts created by cuttings 

and handwriting included: "So many things to lose! !! family, home.", " She's not the 

problem", with an arrow pointing Lo her own image, "love without boundaries", and " I 

want to be free." The whole piece was an expression of frustration, inhibition, and 

secrecy, showing the author's inability and repression on expressing hey sexuality. At the 

end of the project, this participant showed herself relieved and happy, thanking the 

opportunity that the workshop gave her to express herself. 

The level of outside exploration was not what I expected but the participants did 

explored their personal experiences from memory, and were encouraged to look for 

symbols and forms representations of those memories in the surroundings of BICAS. 

This environment helped in the success of the activity due to its versatility. In the ite, 

f ult of art and artifacts, students encountered a variety of elements to be used as 

representation for their feelings and stories. This could have not been possible in a 

diff erenl, simpler, or neater site. The character of BICAS is shown in its infrastructure, 

and thi facilitated the activity. 

Complex activities that require more actions from the participants might work 

better after a time when the project has progressed over time and the participants became 

more confident. If this activity had been the last one, I wonder if it would have been more 

successful. 
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5.2.3. WORKSHOP 2: 5-pointed star activity and T-shirt block printing 

The second workshop was about T-shirt printing. We had seven participants who 

explored their different personal environments and the language used in them to produce 

typographic T-shirts. The participants who attended were excited and willing to 

participate. Two of the participants were a couple, and at the end of the activity, they had 

printed matching t-shirts for themselves printing the nicknames they use in daily life. The 

creativity or the participants was not only seen on their artistic olutions, but also in their 

implementation. Some participants explored language related to video games, or 

reclaimed justice in their texts, or expres ed connections with Native American culture -

with the use of the term 'two spiriL' Some even printed not only T-shirts but also a pair 

of pants too. The activity was very eye opening and instructive. 

Initially, the four workshops were designed as a continuous, sequential series with 

the same participants in every session. However, due to the unexpected and spontaneous 

character of BICAS, and the community etling in general, this was not possible. 

Although ome participants took two or three of the workshops, rather than as a sequence 

as planned in the initial curriculum design. 

The second workshop was designed to give participants the opportunity to e'l:pres 

their ideas through T-shirts as "holders" of their thoughts. The final T- hirts, even if worn 

in pri\'ate, were a per onal expre sion of themselves and their perception of LGBTQ

related language. 

After the introductory presentation and discussion of the acronym and the 

sexuality terms, participants were given a piece of paper in a form of a five-pointed tar. 
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For each of the first four points, lhcy were asked to make a Jisl of the terms and words 

used around the following topics: (a) their closest family member, to help them define 

their familial environments; (b) their best friend, to define their friendship and social 

connec tion ; (c) their dream job, to make them think about their desires for the future; 

and (d) their favorite activities in private or in the community, to think about what they 

don their spare time or as active members of the community. For examples of the resul ts 

from the star activitie , see Appendix F. 

Some of the terms and phrases resulting in the familial category were: lesbian, 

gay, homo, fag, bi , " the talk", alone, "we'll love you even if you' re a lesbian" , strong, 

independent, struggle, guilt, transgender, transsexual , sex change, she, kid, cute lesbians, 

as umption , progressive?,judgmentaJ, supportive, taboo, people that are different, little 

gay guy, s trait, buysexual , queer, drag king, drag queen, transboi , trans lady, honeybear, 

husband, lover, heteronormalive, etc. 

From the category off riendship, the words were: queer, lesbian, lesbo, tranny, 

dark meal, gender queer, binary, trans-friendly, transgt, fop, dyke, boi, ze, genderqueer, 

fag , namer, andro, gi rl boy, pirate, gender-studies-degree, wielding, dandy, no bones in 

your wrist, furry, fairy, butch, circular, "sali6 del clo et", out of closet, attraction, 

inhibition, questioning, quest, impressioncd, fancy boi, fabulous, hot lesbian action, life 

partner, tomboy, spiritual, bi , etc. 

For the category of the dream jobs, the words were: queer, lesbian, trans, drag, 

gender bender, gay, s trait, bisexual, label-free, queer, empower, grow, love, girlfriend, 
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lm·er, anti-oppressor, active, queer friendly, LGBTQJ, heterosexist, and some included 

their own names. 

For the category of community and spare time, the words were: lesbian, gay, 

queer, transgender, ghey, gaymer, faggot, drag, love, "how does one become a homicidal 

lesbian terrorist?", lovers, normal , couple, knowing, pre-defined, he/she, queer, attractive, 

good energy, nirt, feminist, radical , non-binary, genderqueer, activism, political, 

inter ectionality, asexuality, understanding, strong, powerful, natural being, invisibility, 

pride, etc. 

For the last point of the star, participants were asked to make a list of the terms 

and words that they might desired to be used in the context of their biggest dreams. The 

words written were: queer, gay as in happy, have a super queer family, gaybies, queer, 

partner, boifriend, personf riend, mom/dad?, pregnancy, adoption, realization, definition 

of family, smashing capitalism, I wish to improve my people's lives, labels don' t mean 

nothing, democracy, "live a happy, fulfilled, helpful life", have a family, make things, 

and again, some of them included their own names. 

After the creation of the lists, participants had to choose a word, term, or phrase to 

be the base of their art makings. Additionally, as the facilitator, and as a form of example, 

I presented my own artistic creation based on the activity: a typographic design with the 

phrase "My Libertad has two daddies." This represented my biggest dream con isling on, 

with my husband, having a daughter in the future, and naming her 'Libertad', which is 

the Spanish word for 'freedom.' To see some images of the e artworks, please ref er to the 

Appendices G and H. 
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Some created phrases and some used just a word, but all of them included 

important meaning in their lives and dreams. One participant used the word "JABS" 

which is a colloquial short word for "husband" that he uses to call his partner. Another 

participant cho e the word "gaymcr" which is used among his group of friends to 

designate a gay person who plays video games. A participant who had worked with 

Native American topics in her professional !if e used a word game around the duality of 

the term two- pirit. And one participant focused on his biggest dream as a child to 

become an astronaut by decorating the tenn "pejota-naught" from the combination of hi 

name's initials, PJ, pronounced in Spanish "pejota", and the termination of astro-naut, or 

"naught." 

5.2.4. WORKSHOP 3: Alphabets and street tagging 

The third workshop was about alphabet creation and street tagging. We had two 

participants this day and they explored their experiences to create a message -in secret 

code, to implement a street tag in the walls of BICAS. This workshop was intended to be 

le re trictive in order to let the participants experience art through sel f-exploration, 

which resulted in a more difficult process. In general, participants are not directly 

encouraged to share their me sages in the workshop, or with anyone, since the objecti\'c 

i that they have a personal space for privately and personaJly explore their experiences. 

One participant struggled with the exploration of cemingly difficult experiences, and 

even que tioned the necessity of expressing such feelings. The participant understood that 



by expressing these feelings, even in a secret way, they could leave those bad feelings 

behind, as a form of venting. 
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This workshop was inlended to help participants to explore personal f eclings 

about LGBTQ-related experiences in order to vent those feelings through the creation of 

secret alphabets and street tagging. The most important part of the activity was to explore 

their f celings, secrets, and/or stories to ex pres them whether through an emotional 

typography, a secret alphabet, or a new invented alphabet. 

For this workshop we had one participant who created a secret alphabet and 

implemented it in a tag on the walls outside BICAS. Due to the emotional issues that 

remembering LGBTQ-relaled experiences might produce, it wa not compulsory for the 

participant to share his or her feelings or stories. Thus, this participant chose not to tell us 

what her story or secret was, however, she did tell us that it was really emotional to 

remember it. 

For the activity, first, she had to make a list of experiences in relation to her 

sexual orientation or gender identity. For this, a list of examples was given, for her to 

have an idea of the possible experiences she could explore. This list included: LGBTQ

rclaled experiences with family or friends, at job or chool, in the community, or related 

to media; the first time of coming out; the time you realized, accept, doubled, or defined 

that you were LGBTQ; the first LGBTQ person you met; the first time you heard a 

LGBTQ-related word or phrase; a time when you felt harassed or bullied by being queer; 

a time when you were caught red-handed; a time when you said you were queer; a s tory 

about your family and their perceptions of sexual orientations and/or gender identities; 
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the time a friend told you she or he was LGBTQ; your experience presenting a 

discriminative ituation; ituations where you have felt frustration, shame, or fear by 

being LGBTQ; your first kiss, sexual relation, love, or romance and the name of that 

person; how you met your partner, spouse, boyfriend, girlfriend, lover, etc.; something 

you wanted to say but never did; a regret; a secret love; your favorite LGBTQ celebrity; a 

TV show you like or dislike, and why; your experience with LGBTQ-rclated laws; etc. 

Additionally, I presented my own artistic creation based on the activity, in which I 

expo ed a personal story about my mother and her perception of homosexuality as a 

disappointment in the family before knowing that I was gay, and how she once expressed 

" if I had a gay son, I would poison his food." I represented the word "poison" written in a 

coded/secret alphabet in which every letter of the word was replaced by the illustration of 

omething related to the story, a chemical bottle with poison for the p, a heart broken for 

the o, an admiration mark for the i , a knife for the s, and a falling rainbow for the 11. See 

Appendix H for an image of the sketches presented. 

The participant, in a similar way, cho ea word, in this ca e the name of an 

important person in her story. For the purposes of the workshop, I gave the participant a 

sheet with a grid in which she would be able to sub titute every of the letters by symbols 

or icons easier (in the case of the secret alphabet, for instance). Then, she replaced every 

of the letters for symbols: a smile symbol for them, a curve line for the a, an apron for 

the 11 (the name had two n's, so she created a simplified form of a square and a diagonal, 

repeated il and nipped it to create a double n in a form of a large apron), and finally, an 
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illustration of a door for they. See some examples of the partjcipant's sketches and final 

compo ition in Appendix I. 

At some point in the process, the participant questioned why she had to express 

such an emotional experience, and what was the purpose of the project. I explained that 

expre sing feelings from an experience had the objective of leaving things behind and as 

an act of forgiveness and overcoming, to which she agreed. 

The participant created her secret alphabet and I helped her to put the new tellers 

together in a composition by giving her the options of (a) joining the symbols by adding 

an extra element, like a ribbon or frame; and (b) joining the pieces by making them 

interacting to each other. After some minutes of trying diff erenl positions for the leuers, 

she decided to make them interact into a final composition or tagging. After this deci 10n, 

we proceeded to the actual painting of the tag on the walls outside BICAS. We tried 

together different ways to spray painting until coming to a comfortable way to do it. She 

decided to come to a simple chromatic decision: black and white. At the end of the 

proj ect we posed inf ront of our tags to take photos for our Facebook group. The 

participant showed herself to be happy and enthusiastic in the photo shooting. In fact, this 

participant came back for the next workshop and participated actively and 

enthusiastically both in the next workshop and the Facebook group. 
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5.2.5. WORKSHOP 4: Postcards block printing 

The fourth and last workshop was about po tcards printing. We had 12 

participants this day. I was amazed with the rcspon e of the people and their a sistancc, 

since it was Thank giving weekend and many people arc out of town. We barely had 

scats for everyone in the room, and the materials were just enough for everyone to print 

their postcard . The activities in this workshop were modified from the original 

curriculum due to the experimental character of the project, and I combined the good 

points off ormer activities into this workshop. Thus, in this workshop the activity about 

the exploration of the five personal environments was repeated , due to its former success. 

Participants included in their artworks, notions of visual culture, like films and common 

parlance, and interconnected these with the use of LGBTQ-related language. A 

participant came to me in private and asked me about the meaning of 'queer,' which 

denotes the necessity of the community for learning about LGBTQ i sues. Another 

couple assisting in the workshop, besides creating more than one postcard design, related 

LGBTQ issues with specific movies and pointed out terms like 'boi.' An unexpected 

issue touched in the workshop by the participants was the notion of the rejection of 

labels, or their claim for a society in which labels arc not necessary. One student 

described as her 'dream job' in the five-point activity, as inscribed in a 'dream ociety' 

where people do not need to assume -and nobody would be in that need- any label. The 
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insights in their artworks were really strong, thoughtful, and emotive. In general, people 

showed receptive, happy, and the most important, they had fun. 

One of the objectives of this final workshop was to define a specific target to 

\\'hom our mes ages were going to be delivered. Participants, through personal 

exploration of LBGTQ-related language used in their environments would create a 

postcard to be senL Thus, participants would have to decide first their artwork's form 

based on personal content exploration, then, they would define an addressee, print their 

postcards, and rinaJly send them by mail. Although the first idea was that the facilitator 

should take their postcards and send them, during the workshop the participants decided 

by themselves to print as many postcards as they wanted and to deliver them in person or 

by mail , individually. 

The five-pointed star activity produced very similar results a<; in the third 

workshop. Some ideas resulted form this workshop are explained as follow. One of the 

postcards included a reference to the X-men movie -as part of the participant's per onal 

\'i ual culture exploration, in which she wrote: "Queers! They wouldn't have written X

men about us if we weren't awesome." 

Most of the participants were successful in exploring their personal intcre ts and 

backgrounds to be used as the content for their artwork. For example, one of the returning 

participants, the one interested in Native American studies, included in her postcard the 

text: "I am blessed with two spirits, I write and love with both!". Another participant, 

interested in computers, wrote: "Computers only understand binary, humans don' t have 
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to be o boring". With respect to the inclusion of personaJ feelings, concerns, and cultural 

background in the artwork, one Mexican participant included me sages in her native 

language, Mixe31
, drawing a clock as representative of her concern with always running 

out of time, and alternated the following terms and symbol in thi order: at the top, 

"Lalys" (her nickname), "You" (ref erring to her mother), the icon of a heart, "Xexce" 

(her sister's name), the symbol of mathematicaJ inequaJity, the word "me", the symbol of 

a sun, "Sushis" (the short name of her second sister}, a symbol representing birds nying, 

and at the bollom, "all my heart i yours, love you". 

Two of the postcard included a social denunciation and an explicit caJI for 

expression for the LGBTQ community. The first included an image of a dove of peace 

holding an oli\'e branch with the text "Speak your truth", encouraging other to be honest 

with themselves ad express it freely. The econd postcard was a typographic piece 

saying, "STOP being such a __ , seriously, dude." The empty space was meant to 

include a different word in every postcard in order to deliver a personalized message to 

the recipient. 

A example of artworks focusing specificaJly in the celebration of our own use 

of language for the sake of acti vism, we found two postcards. One of the e with the 

phrase, "Bottom bois for femi nism", and the other wi th the educational mes age, "Q is 

for Queer." 

31 The Mixe languages arc languages of the Mixean branch of the Mixe Zoquean language family indigenous to 
southern Mexico, from where this participant is native 
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Thal returning participant from the street-tagging workshop created the final 

postcard. She conceptualized a lineal image consisting on an circumference with six 

point on it which were connected one to each other by straight lines. From our previous 

experience in the former workshop, I felt that the participant fell more comfortable 

without explaining her work, so 1 did not insist much on asking about its meaning. She 

only explained how she would like to live in a world where labels were not relernnt 

anymore. Thus, in my understanding, her artwork was a representation of the 

interconnections or different labels and terms in our language, putting them all at the 

same level , weight, and with the same importance. 

5.2.6. Conclusions from the implementation 

The implementation of the curriculum, although different from its ini tial idea, 

resulted in a successful and beneficial for the participants and facilitator. The conclu ions 

from the experience are the following: 

• The implementation of this curriculum developed the participants ' and facilitator' 

awareness of the LGBTQ-rclated language used around and directed to us. I believe that 

the participants realized the importance of language in their processes of self

identification by using taken-for-granted words and terms in their daily lives as the 

content to express themscl\'eS through making art. Additionally, some participants 

learned the meaning of terms like queer or questioning from the educational content of 

the workshop , and in the same way, from the language used by each other when looking 
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al their artworks as a group. Most importanlly, through the approach of using LGBTQ

rclaled language, participants were given the opportunity to explore their chances to 

tran form and modify its use and meaning, and the possible creation of a new language. 

• I believe this curricular implementation has successfully encouraged elf-exploration of 

our sexual orientation and gender identity through the analysis of the language used or 

misused related Lo these. Many participants were empowered by using art as a way of 

denouncing social injustice and personal exploration of forgiveness, understanding, and 

knowledge. It was rewarding to sec how participants had the opportunity lo vent personal 

feelings, secrets, or stories through artistic self-expression. 

• The community center was an appropriate setting LO include and treat LGBTQ issues. 

BICAS' welcoming and inclusive environment was indispensable in the development of 

the workshop . The acceptance and reception from the people in the community was 

excellent. This was demonstrated by their engagement in the activities and their good 

reactions at the end of every workshop. Some participants even Look homemade muffins 

into one of the workshops. The ambiance felt familiar and warm, e\'en for those who 

were new in the community. The assistance, although weak at some points, resulted more 

than the expected at others. This was explained by Casey Wollschlaeger, BICAS' art 

director (personal communication, November, 2011), when she asserts that people need 

some lime lo get used to some activities, like new workshops, schedules, times, etc. 

Activities that need more invol vement and familiarization might be implemented after 

some time of interaction with the site and the community for better results. 
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• The pecial character of BJCAS, with its freedom , artistic environment, inclusiveness, 

and warmth, was c sentiaJ in the project IL was extraordinary Lo ee diverse couples 

engaged in the workshop , working together and getting involved in their community. 

This was especially possible by the si te. In addition, the site provides a free and in piring 

place for art making and clf-expres ion. Participants fell comfortable and safe 

expressing their ideas in the site. In terms of the use of the physical space for art 

education, the s taff at BICAS gave us freedom to use spray painting and implement street 

art on their walls, which, I believe, would have no t been possible in other organizations. 

We did not need Lo worry much about being too messy and we could freely get dirty 

whi lst making art, which gave us a sen e of freedom. I might assure that other places with 

a different philosophy do not provide the same opportunities. In addition, the 

collaborati\'e work of BICAS with other organizations encourages the participants to 

explore other good option they have in the community. Howe\'er, some minor is ues 

were found related, for instance, regarding the po ition of a sink, the u e of a projector in 

the room, o r the noise produced by the machinery, or an o utside train. These should not 

be seen as problem but as the opportunity of approaching different situations that might 

be present in different sites. Community-based art educators must be prepared for these 

and o ther situations in advance in order to provide eff ectivc solutions. 

• The use of Facebook as a place for registrations was not as successful as expected. 

Participants showed resistance to collaborating in the online comments at the beginning, 

but as long as we were gelling familiar to each other, the level of confidence increased. 



This does not discredit the use of social networks in community-based art projects as 

ineff cctive, but their effectiveness might take ome lime. 
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• One last le on, and maybe the most important, i that art educator working in 

community setting need to be nex.iblc, prepared for change, and ready to provide 

solutions to problems that might arise in the proccs . Timing was a special i ue in the 

project. Due to the free character of the si te, participants used to arrive late to the 

workshops (some arrived even one hour and a half late), and I had to work with every of 

them personally (I did thi s several times on some workshop) in order for them to reco\'cr 

the time and catch up with the activity. Although we never had any problem with this, it 

showed me how flexible community arts educators must be, and how involved art 

educators need to be with their projects lo be able to explain the activities in a shorter 

time than expected, when needed. However, this informality also allowed u to expand 

the time for the workshop if it was necessary. In conclusion, we never tarted at the Lated 

time, but also we never finished at the planned time either. Flexibility, in many senses, is 

c sential in community-based art education projects. 

5.3. Analysis of the artworks: content analysis of visual and arts-based 

social research 

In thi section, I present an analysis of the images created by the participants of 

the four workshops implemented in the research. T he content analysis or the project is 

present in the categories in which the visual artworks were classified, while the visual 
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research is implemented by using the artworks as a source of data and as a means of data 

representation. Finally, as a method of data analysis, the arts-based social research takes 

form in the exploration or social meanings in the same artworks. 

In total , I present and analyze 14 images produced under the activitie of the 

curriculum design, including three or my own authorship as facilitator. According to their 

content and meanings, the artworks form the participants have been classified in five 

categories: (a) those using LGBTQ language; (b) those innuenced by visual culture; (c) 

those including as content feelings and emotional experiences; (d) those presented as 

social denunciation and activism; and (e) those using new LGBTQ-related language. 

The opinions provided in these explanations are based on conversations with the 

author /participants and some suggested meanings and approaches generated by my 

personal experience as an artist, designer, and art educator. The images and the meanings 

inside of them were analyzed based on these criteria: (a) their u e of LGBTQ-related 

language; (b) their level of personal meaning for the participants -or personalization; and 

(c) their level of ocial awareness and denunciation. 

In the following paragraphs I present the images in their respective categories and 

a short explanation of the criteria used Lo analyze them. 
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5.3.1. Category 1: LGBTQ-related language 

a) "Q is for Queel' by Stephan. 
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T his artwork, crealed at the postcards work hop, u c a simple phrase in a simple 

com po ilion explaining one of lhe meanings of Lhe feller Q in Lhe acronym LGBTQ, 

Queer. l see Lhis as an effort by Lhe participant to educate olher aboUL the acLivist and 

collecLi ve meaning of 'queer.' A s een in some of lhe workshop , this word was unknown 

to some partici pants, and Lhis author, an active fighter for LGBTQ rights, Look 

re pon ibi l ity to educate others about it. This educative action shows how the participant 

has included zir personal interests and activities into zir art production. It is evidenl as 
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well , how zc tries to share zjr sociaJ awareness about the need for a collecti ve action in 

the LGBTQ community with others. 

b) "Not two faced' by B. 

r1 LIH' 4 ,, I ,, / ,, .,,. '" B 

B's work uses the term Two Spirit, which is a term used by Indigenous North 

Americans who fulfill one of many mixed gender roles. The phrase can be read as "Two 

Spirit, not two faced." B uses a mirror effect in the words 'spiri ted' and ' faced" to 

represent the duality of the term, instead of simply writing it, giving the piece a very 

creati ve character, o the viewer w ill need to make an effort to understand the term. B ha 

a background teaching Native American culture al the universi ty level, so she definitely 
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included her personal interests in her artwork. Her exploration and concern about 

LGBTQ-rclated terms is evident, specially through her expres ed commitment to make 

clear that being two spirit docs not mean that your are false or fake, that it is just another 

definition of human sexuality as valid as any other. 

c) "Blessed with two spirits" by B. 

I I ur I / \ I I "' II 
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B included as well lhe same interest in Lhe term ' Lwo spirit ' in her production of 

postcards. In this piece, B explains how the Lerm is related not only to sex and gender

related practices but also how it i innuential in every activi ty a two-spirit person 

undertakes. T he phrase in the piece expresses her views about how being two-spirit, in 

opposi tion to what is socially accepted in the mainstream, is considered a blessing inside 

the Nati ve American culture. B, in my opinion, celebrates diversi ty by pre enting being 

two- pirit as something deserving admiration. 

5.3.2. Category 2: The influence of visual culture 

a) "Binary" by Snail. 

I il,!llrl "· "Hillllfl .. '" "" ,ii. 
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Snail , through his ar twork, makes a comparison between human beings and 

computers, telling us that, as human beings, we should open our minds to a more 

expanded understanding of human sexuality. Snail critiques to those who, by many 

reasons, do not see beyond the sexual/gender binary system imposed by society by 

indirectl y calling them " boring." I see his work as contextualized in the digi tal era, in 

which technology and digital imagery have a great inOuence in our l ives, and in this case, 

in our language. By making a connection through his surrounding environment and 

acti vi ties, Snail successfully included his personal content in his artwork. 

b) "Queer X-men" by Rachel. 

F l"llrl 
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Rachel makes an incredible analysis of her surrounding visual culture, specifically 

of the concept of the X-men32
• In her artwork, she presents a resemblance between the 

'mutants ' and 'queer' people, calling them/us 'awesome., As a short explanation, in one 

of the X-men movies, mutants, who suffer all types of discrimination in their society just 

for being 'different,' a re offered a 'cure' for their 'condition ' as mutant. The whole 

concept, in Rachel ' s and my opinion, is a reflection on difference-based discrimination. 

As well as her artwork, the visual productions of the X-men are celebrations of our 

differences, presenting these as ' awesome conditions.' Rachel makes an outstanding 

analysis of our visual cul ture, one that I have had since many years before, when she tells 

us that queer people can be seen as admirable as mutants. 

5.3.3. Category 3: Feelings and emotional experiences as content 

a) "Running out of Time" by Tania. 

Tania's artwork, based in conversations with her, is all about time: how time runs 

so fast, her past experiences as a child, and how the passage of time affects her familial 

relationships. Tania's first language is Mixe, an indigenous language from south Mexico, 

and she uses it by writing the short names in her family. The whole drawing is a clock in 

which the time passes by events with every of her family members, each of which is 

alternated with symbols of a heart, for the love for her family, the mathematical symbol 

32 The X-Mcn are a superhero team created by the company Marvel Comics, whose members are mostly genetically 
"advanced'' beings. The basic concept of the X-Men is that under a cloud of increasing anti-mutant sentiment. the 
mutants light lo declare lhcmsclves, sometimes as equals, and sometimes as superior lo human beings. Since 1963, the 
concept has been the base for a variety of comic novels, fi lms, and other visua l productions. For more infom1ation: 
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of inequality representing the differences among every member, a symbol of the sun in 

representation of her father (interestingly being him the only one whose name does not 

appear in the composition), and some symbols like flying birds representing how Tania is 

always getting away from her family. This piece is one of the artworks in the group with 

more symbolism. For instance, the hands of the clock represent each of the three 

daughters in the family, while her sisters' clock hands are pointing to the symbols of the 

heart and the mathematical inequality representing how different they arc and ho\.v much 

she loves them, her own hand is pointing to the birds, flying away from home as she has 

done since many years. 

The exploration of familial experiences during the exercise, especially in the 5-

pointed star activity, led Tania to include her personal conflicts, feelings, and emotions as 

the principal content in her artwork. Although I am not sure about the participant's level 

of awareness concerning these before the workshop, it is certain that she did a great self

exploration in order to include all these concepts and symbols in her composition. 

It is admirable how Tania developed a good level of confidence during to 

workshop, to the extend of not only sharing all these in her artwork, but also of taking the 

time to explain it to me step-by-step. I also noticed that Tania was very comfortable in 

managing to include emotions in her art making, maybe due to the good atmosphere 

produced in the workshop and the freedom the si te promoted. 

This artwork is one of the best examples of the success or the workshop to 

promote self-exploration and self-awareness of feelings and emotions related to familial 

relationships, even when the LGBTQ topics are not explicitly incorporated. 
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b) "Secrets" by Ana. 

At the workshop and during discussion, Ana commented about how she had two 

Facebook accounts, a general one in which she includes all her acquaintances as friends, 

and a second, secret one, in which she presents herself as queer, in this account she only 

includes as friends to all those who are aware of her sexual orientalion. Knowing this, her 
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art work produced in the street art posters workshop makes LotaJ sense. Her work 

represents how frustrated one might become while keeping secrets about our sexual 

orientation or gender identity in front of society. Through the combination of symbols 

and images in her poster, Ana might be expressing how she struggles not to loose her 

famil y connections, and how, contrary to what others might tell , she is not the problem in 

this situation of secrecy. A chain and a lock, a burning heart, spray stains as tears, her 

mouth shout, and her blurry self-representation, are aJI a caJI for society to look for "love 

w ithout boundaries" and a claim for her own freedom. 
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c) "Shaking legs" by Pedro . 

.. 

This is the first piece I crealed based on the activities of the workshop. Although 

thi s and the other examples created by me had the objective of exempli fy the activities to 

the participants, a ll of them are real representations of personal feelings. In this example, 

the street art poster, I expressed my feelings during the last time I came out in publ ic. The 

experience took place during a class in which the topic was related to LGBTQ issues. At 
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that moment, I voluntarily expressed my sexual orientation without knowing how hard it 

would be for me. Although the atmosphere in the classroom was receptive and positive, 

my legs were shaking, my head almost exploded, and I couldn't help feeling observed 

and questioned. My fear of being mocked, represented by the false teeth, surfaced, and I 

felt being asked about everything. Although this visual does not represent the actual 

course of events (the experience happened smooth and wi thout much commotion), I 

included my fears of being pointed,judged, and questioned, feelings always present at 

many moments of coming out. 

d) "m-a-n-n-y (?)" by Maria. 

J.1 •un Ill '111 111 11-1 (.)"II\ \1 r11 
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Maria's s treet lag is the expression of a feeling and a personal emotional 

experience through the use of a secret code implemented in a street tag. Al though the 

participant chose no t lo share her experience during the workshop, I know the word 

coded is the name of a person in her story. Every of the symbols combined in the tag 

represent a letter of that name. A smile, an apron, a curve line, and a door are symbols 

telling a s tory, which, from my understanding, was emotive for the participant. I could 

sense this emotionality when Maria asked me why she had to express something so 

personal through her art making. Together we agreed, after discussion, that the objecti ve 

of the activity was to vent past feelings in order to forgive and, maybe, forget. I knew 

Maria had accomplished this objective when she was posing for a photo of herself and 

her artwork with a smile on her face. 

e) "Poison" by Pedro. 

I 1gun 11. •·J'oi\/•11"" h~ l'ulru. 
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In this street tagging, titJed "Poison", 1 tell a personal story in which the main 

character is my mother. Once upon a time, my mother, much time before she knew I was 

gay, mentioned while cooking "If I know that any of my sons is homosexual, I would put 

poison in her food." Although today I see a t the experience wi th humor, at that very 

moment it was shocking. Seeing my mother holding a knife saying such a statement 

convinced me no t to come out to her for a long time. For my tag I chose to express my 

story using a secret code, in which every letter of the word 'poison' was subs ti luted by an 

element present in the story, a chemical substance representing the poison, a shocking 

heart as my fright, an exclamation mark as my surprise, a knife imposing danger, and a 

bleeding heart from which a rainbow raises, symbolizing queer pride coming out of 

desperation. 

5.3.4. Category 4: Activism and social denunciation 

a) "Speak your truth" by Dara. 

Dara's artwork visually represents a dove of peace with an olive branch around 

the phrase "Speak your truth." In my opinjon, her artwork claims for peace and respect 

for the right of LGBTQ people to express themselves freely. At the same time, it throws 

an invitation to the LGBTQ communi ty not only to tell the truth but a lso to be true to 

ourselves wi thout fear. I also perceive that her message comes easily and peaceful , 

without forcing the experience, in a form of an option rather than an obligation. 

The reference to LGBTQ language, although not explicit, is present in the use of 

the verb "speak", which, without specifying any terms, invites us to be the ones who 
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chooses what words or terms to use to self-define us. In this case, and in my percept.ion, 

the participant shows herself as an ally for the LGBTQ cause. 

f i• un 12 .. ,,,, ti.. our t utlt '" D,11 

b) "Bottom bois for feminism" by Stephan. 

Stephan, who designed two postcards in the workshop, created thi artwork that 

promotes thinking and reOexion about the meaning of words at a high level. First, the 

word "bollom" usual ly designates a person who receives penetration during intercourse 

(Underwood, 2003). Boi, in the other hand, may either ref er to a female-assigned at birth 

or female-bodied person, sometimes transsexual, trans gender, or intersex, sometimes 

not-that generally does not identify as, or only partially identifies as feminine, female, a 
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girl, or a woman (Faderman and Timmons, 2006). FinaJly, lhe relalion wilh activist and 

feminism in the artwork suggests how the term "bottom boi" challenges social 

conceptions, assumptions, and meanings of some types of sexuality and gender 

expression are still predominantly perceived as masculine, constrained in a binary 

context. This impels us to keep fighting for feminist rights from a social inclusive and 

differences-aware perspective. The new ymbol created by Stephan and positioned at the 

upper right corner of the composition, a combination of a fist and the transgender symbol, 

makes us see the phrase "Bottom Bois For Feminism" as the name of a ocial ju Lice 

movement, one that seeks upport and validity. 

f 1uun I J '"llolfom h ,n /111 /tmi11irn1 '" "t<'ph n 
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c) "NecJ< by Kasey. 

Kasey holds a university degree in pho tography. During the street poster 

workshop, when asked to take a photo of herself to be included in her composition, 

Kasey cho e to take a close-up photo only of her neck, resulting, in my opinion, in a very 

intriguing, interesting and powerful photograph. Although Kasey never finished or 

showed her finaJ artwork, this photograph pushed me to ask many questions about the 

meanings behind it. Was Kasey's image a representation of a silenced voice? Did she try 

to represent herself as inhibited or restricted due to her sexuaJ orientation? Was she trying 

to express a different view of herself by showing jus t a portion of her body? What does 

this part of her body represent for her? Although we might never know its real meaning, 

this image represents how this participant was able to look for a different visuaJ meaning 

th rough art, and the fact the she used her body as a form of expression also reinforces the 

importance of the body concerning to the wide di versity of human exual identification 

and gender expression. 



d) "Stop" by Chris. 
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Chris decided on the design for her 

postcard very quickly. She rapidl y 

carved her block with the phrase "Stop 

being such a _ _ . Seriously, dude." It 

was evident during the worksho p that 

she had in mind the recipient(s) of her 

message. She used the blank space in the 

sentence to be able to include different 

adjectives depending on the qualities of 

the recipient, making possible to print a 

many postcards as desired, which wou ld 

be sent to different people. It is clear 

that the choices for adjectives are mostly 

insuJts. This artwork is clearly a claim 

for justice and equality that says, not 

only to Chris ' addressees, but also to 

society in general to stop discrimination, inequali ty, and injustice towards the LGBTQ 

community. It was logical and expected that participants in the workshops carried with 

them feelings of anger, frustration, and discontent towards mistreating, which are 

common feelings among the members of the LGBTQ community. Venting these feelings 



through art making seems to me a healthy, vaJid, and even necessary practice; thus, 

making this project even more relevant. 

e) "Libertad' by Pedro. 

r l!,!Urt· I(, ••• , ,h, rt,ur- In Pl'dro. 
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The design I created for the T-shirt printing is the expression of my ongoing fight 

against the lack off ull legal ri ghts for same-sex couples and marriages around the world, 

especially to the prohibition for accessing to adoption. One of biggest dreams of my 

husband and I , and the one I used as content for my art making, is Lo become fathers of a 

girl named Libertad, which is the Spanish word for freedom. My T-shirt expresses my 

desire that, against all odds and at some point of the evolution of societies and laws, 

same-sex couples will have access to adoption, thereby allowing us to become parents. 
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This personal piece of art, again, is a claim for social jus lice in the fight for the rights o f 

the LGBTQ community around lhe word, a transmi ion of hope from an individual 

dream to a collective right. 

f) "A world without labels" by Maria. 

I i:.?,llrf ,- •• I 11 orld II itltoul /11h •/1 •• In '1 1ri,1 

Again, Maria impressed me with her analytical thinking. This participant c reated 

this last postcard in which she conceptualized a lineal image consisting on a 

circumf ercnce wi th 6 points on it, which are connected one to each other by straight lines. 

As in the previous workshop, Maria did not share much information about her artwork, 

and she onl y explained tha t thi s piece was the representation of how she would like to 

live in a world where labels were not relevant anymore. Thus, in my understanding, he r 
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artwork is a representation of the interconnections of diff crent labels, terms. and social 

perceptions, placing them all at the same level, weight, and with the same importance, 

which basically is the principle of equality. 

5.3.5. Category 5: The creation of new language 

a) "Gaymer" by Tim. 

r ll!llll' IM. <, /J II •r" In Tun 

Tim's piece is one of the examples about how participants used the LGBTQ

related words within their personal lives as the content for art making. Gaymer, according 

to Tim, is a word that he and his friends use to designate a gay man who plays video 

games. Although I discovered later that this word has not been invented by Tim and his 

friends, many of us at the T-shirts printing work.shop found it new. This innovative word 

not only represents Tim's joy while playing video games with his friends, but also the 
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exi ling power lhat LGBTQ people have to define ourselves a l all times of our lives and 

in every context. We need to take advantage of these opportuni ties of choosing by 

ourselves the lc rms and words that represent, define, and celebrate our identities; Tim has 

derinitely done lhis with his artwork. Additionally, Tim printed several T-shirts lo be 

shared with his gaymer friends, and this seems to me as representative of how by the 

simple act of wearing a T-shirt, we a re spreading a message a nd, at least at an intimate 

level, we are changing and appropriating of the meanings within the language used 

around us, which was one of the most important objec tives of this project. 

b) "Jabs" by Mike. 

Mike's artwork represents the creation of a new word, Jabs, which is a 

modification or the word husband, and it is used colloquially by Mike and his partner in a 

very intima te and personal context. For me, thjs word means partner, husband, s igni ficant 

other, pair, mate, soul mate, companion, lover, etc. 

The image is in itself a celebration of the power of the LGBTQ community to not 

only to change the meaning or words, but a lso to create new terms. T he idea behind this 

work, although maybe unconscious, is tha t the human sexuality is so broad, wide, and 

still misunders tood that language has not been developed enough to cover all the different 

manifestations of sex, gender, and sexuality that ex_ist. Then, It is our job-and right, as 

members of tha t group, to create the words that rrught lead us to our freedom. 
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSIONS 

6.1. Considerations for designing curriculum for LGBTQ participants 

After the processes of exploring the literature, reviewing selected curriculum 

projeclS, interviewing experts, and designing and implementing a curriculum, it has been 

fou nd that the following poinlS should be considered in an art and visual culture 

education curriculum designed specifically to promote self-expression in LGBTQ 

participants: 

l) The specific characteristics of the LGBTQ community should be viewed as 

pluralistic and diverse. As possible oppressed people, the curriculum needs to 

embrace a social justice perspective, along with the sensibility of recognizing 

and exposing their different levels of maturity and expertise. 

2) Definitions of terms, building the acronym LGBTQ, and the interrelations of 

the terms sex, gender, and sexual orientation are essential curricular content. 

3) An awareness is needed of the differences in the participants' experiences 

through the different stages of the process of sexual and gender identity 

development, especially in the stages of self-identification or labelling and 

elf-expression or coming out. 

4) The support of a social justice perspective that is able to ignite self-awareness. 

is needed within the curriculum. 
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5) The curriculum must encourage the exploration of visual culture in the 

participants' personal environments with the objecti ve of promoting critical 

analyses of their actual si tuation as members of the society. 

6) The curriculum should promote rich and deep self-explorations using artistic 

media in order to generate a more meaningful artistic production. 

7) The curriculum should use art media and techniques that inspire social 

denunciation in uncomplicated and meaningful ways. In this speci fic study, 

street art and printmaking were the most adequate media found. 

6.2. Thoughts on the impact of the curricular implementation 

As a result of the design and implementation of the art and v isual culture 

education curriculum based on the exploration of personal content and the anal ysis of 

v isual culture as the foundations for self-expression, it can be said that the artworks 

produced by LGBTQ participants successfully represented their cri tical exploration and 

understanding of: 

1) The general used, misused, and disused LGBTQ-related language. 

2) The innuence of visual culture on conceptual perceptions of sexual orientati ons 

and gender identities. 

3) The importance of including feelings and emotional experiences as the content 

for art making as a form of venting and forgiveness. 



4) The opportunities for social denunciation and acti vism that art in their 

community can provide; and, 
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5) The creation and use of new meanings and terms of LGBTQ-related language. 

6.3. Recommendations for future implementations of the curriculum 

Ba ed on the experience of the application of the curriculum design a t BICAS 

du1i ng the development of this research, and to help inf uture implementa tions in 

different s ites (specifically for community-based arts programs) and by different 

facilitators, some considerations have been proposed: 

I) Preliminary considerations on the use of different terms and languages related 

to LGBTQ issues must be made. Different cultures, places, communities, social 

and ethnic groups have different terms and perceptions of language to define their 

sexual and gender identities. 

2) The use of social networks in the Internet as tools for discussion and sharing 

might produce different results. lt is possible that the facilitator should take a 

more active and engaging a ttitude while using these tools. 

3) I would not recommend completely relying on the execution of outside 

assignments unless the facilitator has some level of certainty about the anendance 

of the participants or a high level of commitment has been reached. These types 

of activities might be successful when implemented at the end of the program. 



4) If practiced in a community setting, I would recommend lhinking about the 

curriculum implementation as separate independent workshops instead of a 

sequence or serie of meetings. 
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5) It is important to explore the site in advance before implementing the 

curriculum; the specific characteristics of the place might be taken in advantage to 

improve the participants' curricular experiences. 

6) Most impo1tantly, art educators must be prepared to expect the unexpected in 

order to provide creative olutions to possible problems. 

6.4. Reflection about participants' self-expression 

Final ly, and as a general conclusion, I believe that, due to the confidentiality and 

options for discrete communication that the curriculum design provided, the LGBTQ 

participants have found in the workshops a space for successfully raising their voices and 

expressing their feelings, secrets, and stories. By placing our personaJ content and 

experiences as LGBTQ individuals as important and essential resources for art making, 

the participants and facilitator seemed to be elf-empowered at the end of every 

workshop. By encouraging critical exploration of the language used for our self

identification, we also had the opportunity of seeing ourselves as the agents who decide 

what to be called or not, and this, according to my own interpretations of Paulo Frei re's 

thoughts, brings us one step closer to our freedom. 
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APPENDICES 



APPENDIX A: Karen Hutzel's curriculum design. 
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APPENDIX B: Judy Chicago's curriculum design. 
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APPENDIX D: Wayfinding's mapping. 
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APPENDIX D (continued): Wayfinding: Curriculum Design 
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The acknowledgement of personal interests of the participants will happen through personal presentations, 
including one from the facilitator. 
[n addition. as a previous action from the facilitator, the registration and comments from participants in a 
Facebook group will be reviewed. In presentations or in Facebook, participants' sexual orientation and/or 
gender identity will be reviewed. {What is your sexual orientation? Whal is your gender identity? What 
pronouns do you prefer? ) 
Facilitator should analyze the possibility of the participants to be part of the at-risk youth, talk with experts 
(al Wingspan, BICAS, or other organizations.) 

This curriculum design has the objective of providing a space for voice and self-expression to LGBTQ 
participants. 
Participants will have the opportunity to critically analyze their own visual culture, specifically that related 
to LGBTQ issues. 
Participants might also be self-empowered through self-exploration and analysis of their own experiences 
and contact with LGBTQ-related language. 

I) The implementation of this curriculum might arise our awareness of the LGBTQ-related language used 
around and directed to us. 
2) This implementation might encourage self-exploration of our sexual orientation and gender identity , and 
of the language used or misused related to it. 
3) The curriculum might generate the exploration and transformation of the LGBTQ-related language, 
and/or the creation of a new language. 

Participants might have the opportunity of venting personal feelings, secrets, or stories through self
cxprcss1on. 

Participants might explore their possibilities for denouncing social injustice in their own communities and 
by their own media. 
Through the approach to the use of LGBTQ-rclated language, participants might explore their chance to 
transform and modify its use. 
Color Key: I ._, 11< 1 .., { l Other 
PATHWAY 1 
rNTRODUCTION & OUTSIDE ASSIGNMENT: 
USE, MISUSE, AND DISUSE 

- Introduction to photographic project (handouts): 
• Explaining photography basics: use of camera (if apply), interesting angles, positions, colors, etc. 
• Explaining the project and three basic points for the project: Use, misuse, and disuse of language. 
The handouts will contain examples of every category. 
• IL is important to define that the participants are the ones taking the photos so they will not appear in 
the images. 



- Facilitator will create a weblog or Facebook group in which the photographs will be classified in the 
categories (in albums, sections, or tags). Students will be encouraged to share the link with family and 
friends and to make comments online. These comments and their reactions will be discussed in next 
meeting. 
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- Classification of the photographs taken in three categories: The participants should send/upload the 
photographs onlinc to the blog/group. These images will be classified in three categories: 
1) USE , 1 ~ l1 :m 11,J 
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Participants will take photographs about the actual use ofLGBTQ-related language by family members, 
friends, classmates, teachers, etc. in verbal or written form. 
2) MISUSE: I WlLll!Jlhlf r 111 !-en<lef dert1, ,ir .. ht.,I 

Participants will take photos as representations of the use of LGBTQ-related language with a bad 
connotation, as insults like "fagot," or with an erroneous meaning, like "that 's so gay! '' 
3) DISUSE , ., ·~ lllll"l.u \nd 

Participants will take photos as representations of those opportunities where LGBTQ language might be 
used and it is not. For instance, situations where the LGBTQ community and its interests are ignored, like 
in conversations based on gender binary. 
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• V.akc pholllCOptcs ,,l !'1..: 1.:ull 1 l. s I I l.inr slTL'Ct po tcr 
• I \ lhe post..:r~ 11 re I plm,cs I 111-. m1 • 11 tx- 1 1 ti L ,,r gtr.i pl Le-< l' th,.: IT pl ,1 , 
• I ak..: phot 1,; o U•.._ p,1,tcrs 111 the llfl;!:nul place ilnd mcluuc thc.;1 111 I ,t. \h Of T<', 
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PATHWAY2 
5-POINT ST AR ACTIVITY 
- Participants are given a star-shaped piece of paper, they write dow11 their name in the center of the star. In 
eve!)' comer of it, they will have to define 5 points that enclose their environment and the important 
elements/people in these. 
- Definition of the 5 points: 
I) Family : the most important member of their family , for them. 

on!.! the mo!>t0
: 

l. 

3) School of work: their favorite school course or scholar activity. Or, their activity that is the most similar 
to a job 

4) Community: Their favorite activity/group in their community where they participate actively. These 
could be in their neighborhoods, social groups, etc. 

5) Biggest Dream: their biggest dream they have for their future. 

I\ {IV \l(Jl\Jlr J-",ltJR I l'R.l\ l '\( I 
• ',d,:1,;•1 ll t>l • ,1 l'rJ, tcm pl 1 'it. I 1, ,1 the l!.:sircJ hi I I ix .' lT'IL 111 1 I 1 rt 
• l11t.,1t,t ,· on ll' I, pogr plm: I k I n 
• <. r..:at. ,r Pt I\ pn r pl 1, ..,t:, gn nJ, •1,; ir:it1on -.kmLnh 

• (. ,lf\ rl,! () h: icl \\ llli ·I t.: -;,.>h.;1,;1c,;J '-'' I 

• 'r 1 1 111 • r•• 1h Iron ')pe,l,., 

• 'r 1 11 IJ-! In I I h1•1 
• v. .. 11 mg 1-,111'1, Jm.: I,. ,m • ph,1t-1, 
• l ,' 0, J1 l ' phol,>s to \\ t.:1-ilot,! , ,tt.:.:bo,, , r• ~lllJ 

PATHWAY 3 
NEW LANGUAGE: DECODING, CODING. AND RECODING 

- From Content to Form. Participants ·w-i.11 define their message and the mode/media for ex.-prcssion : 
• Choosing the message (Content): 
Participants will define what they want to include as message in their artwork. They will have three options 
to choose: 

A) FEELINGS: what they feel from the use of language in any of the activities. 

B) SECRETS: things that they have never said before. 

C) STORIES: personal experiences related to the use of language around them and/or found in the 
process of this workshop. 



StOT\ 1 } 

• Choosing a way for expression (From): 
I) DECODING: using or re-using terms/words in the categories " use" by critiquing them or using 
irony. 
2) CODING: generating new meanings for the words/terms in the "misuse" category . 
3) RECODING: or saying out loud, creating new words to be used in the "disuse·• situations. 
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• c n:,n, ,r "• p1..1,, nal 1 I h, kls <:1 ,..:Jon 1, 1..no~t..11 \\ \ , 1.:,prv, IP 1 ' 1• .:1p 11' \\ 111 t.. " 1., • 11.:11 \ 1 
h h1e lrPm \\ht~,1111.:, ,,1111.t , 1 Kl th1..1 mt-;, f"" I 1..:, \\II n ..., •I 1..:~ 1pt1< .., 

I VI l I<>'- \I 'YPJ o 11.:gLI 1 ,1lph h..:t m, .1 •I ,I , rd lst 1 l mt I i;-. 11lus"J \ ti lh1.. v1w ,,11, 
r 1 1..-cl 111:, :h1.: r.111.:1JH7 "'l t..l 'tnt..1ed \\ th 111.: u,1.. o lani11 _..: 

1 SJ ( I{ r \1 1JJ I AB I \n 1/le!!,1h!t air 1 hd vllh un<l1er,t.k.>t \\ I .1 0 ,,x.r1..' i:t•,k I nt.l kl,t.:1 I l 
rqn lar alph. ..: 1, r1.. r" 1.rk'J h\ r. 11 og1.: "'-' mho lo~ ~Jh. 11.:\\ -;<.C 1. 1 pl Jb t 
11M\\ IYP IJ>II\B tl~.:r..:tum,J ..:rs11'n1l1h/,t1, J 1 ..:11t-..:rl, h'l ,,, 

It>! n for th1.: ktt.,;r, 1 , ,m II g •11e \\ I 1111 s ,, 1th 1},.:11, 
I\ {IV. \l(l"Jl, I \l1(rl\Jl1j 
• Ii ti Pdut..tlP I , 1 r1.:, t : • 11g ' ho\\ 1 lt- ol ..:, mp!..:, 
• ( 11.• 1<111 "I gs\\ h 1 ti 1. h1.. I' ,,J alph,1 I.I Part "'I' nh \\ I Jv,1 ,11,1 ul t 1..:1r 1 1,1" ,n 11 ~ r, -1 1.: 
, .1 t..:dm • □ -;e,· d or a st If\ h..:s1.. Jv,11:'n-; \\ .II b1e ·mph.:l',..:n 1.:J \\ 1th 1.:h,1lk in 11; \\ h 
• ,1t.:1ht□tor \\ 111 tui-.i: ph )t , )I t gs 11nr .:.n1..11t..:J \\ 1th 1.. 1 I 1rt11e1pon mJ 1 pl,, 1J ph ,1 , to, , ,,up, 
\1 t: blc•r 

PATIIWA Y 4: 
SHARING )">, 
- Definition of target: h 1m do\ ,,1 \\ nl 'o ,.t\ , l>t.r m..: J •1. 

- Choosing of the most representative project: Participants will select one of the previous projects to use in 
their postcards: poster, t-shirt, or tag. 

• I I 
l l T 

,h,r n np -.1.· <:<.t..:d pro1 ... 1..1 mt,, N1,.'1.. 1J II -.;.;J ,1 1 h1...., ,,._ t ti, pr. 11..~h p,1 t11..1 ar h ,, II 11 n,- l:T 
ll [ll' \.:IIJ '<./\.S 

a, M1mm111 1g It,<: poster 1111 
\\ 1th 1..n h1.· m~J urr 
bi Hlrn:.i,.-pr ntmr Pl'"'" 1J, \\11'1 tht.. h. 1..i,. J1.. 
, Ir 1r slarm' ,t tn.; r 1l'h .., ol ~~ .. lk-laf mt 

J thl: 1 l 11.:\ \\ ii I an, o.;1 ti J 1 11 g-. 

n lor 11. 1--. 11ts 

a post.:. I 1r-.1 p II 1..lf I t, \\ I I I l, t} ~ pll l\ ls 11,1 l 

• Sending the postcards: Based on the parts of a postcard, participants will design the back of the postcard 
and define the message on it. Then, they will prepare their postcards to be sent through mail. 
• Facilitator will send postcards to defined targets. In addition, they will be sent to the White House, 
directed to Barak Obama. 
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APPENDIX E: sample of Grid for alphabet creation 

A B D E 

F G H J 

K L M N 0 

p , Q R s T 

l -- - ---· - - + 

u V w X i Y 

z 2 3 



APPENDIX F: Result in the 5-pointed star activity. 

~i' 

#-\tR"' \.Xl\'-tl\{,i \,€" 
\\C-

I 
I 
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APPENDIX F (continued): Result in the 5-pointed star activity. 

01'( !• 

/ l,ft 
; '-'"I I 

•C,, lf,r J 

f'lt d' f'\ a 
"" k~ 

v\ \ 

('.,, 

.; 
I l; 

1 ',cnl 

----

i:-..,\ \VI {), 

{~,ffar.t" l ,,,,,-, 
'j (fl\O/' \ /~ . / 

\ 0'1/e-

' I '-. ~\(I"~ .,,.-

I :. 

.... ,, 
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APPENDIX G: Facilitator's artwork: self-implementation, T-shirt 
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APPENDIX H: Pedro's sketches and street tagging 

,, 

• f 
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APPENDIX I: Maria's process: grid and letters 

A B C D [ 

+ 
f G H I J 

I( M 0 

p Q R s T 

u V w X y 

+ 
2 2 3 
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APPENDIX I (continued): Maria's process: sketches 

I 

,... 

{ 1 
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APPENDIX I (continued): Maria's process: street tagging 

. . 
. ' 
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